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1.1

Introduction

RESTATE: a general overview

Cities and their regions are the dynamos of the European economy, enabling the European
Union (and potential member states) to maintain a strong position in the global economy.
When these cities contain large areas that are not faring well, it is important to find out how
best to change them in order to remove the dysfunctional characteristics. Large-scale housing
estates built in the three or four decades after the Second World War are often seen as problem
areas in many cities all over Europe. Here, economic decline goes hand in hand with physical
and social decline.
All over Europe massive numbers of people live in these post-WWII large-scale housing
estates. e estates were carefully planned, but now often manifest a multitude of problems.
ey house large numbers of low-income households, the unemployment rates are above
average and in some countries they have become concentration areas for ethnic minorities.
Many estates are becoming increasingly associated with crime and social exclusion. e
circumstances on the estates and policy initiatives associated with these are the focus of the
RESTATE project. An important part of the project is the exchange of experiences and
solutions between policymakers and scientists.
RESTATE is the acronym for ‘Restructuring Large-scale Housing Estates in European
Cities: Good Practices and New Visions for Sustainable Neighbourhoods and Cities’. All
participants in this project share the basic underlying conviction: if the problems of these
large-scale housing estates are not resolved, they will increasingly hinder the good economic
functioning of the cities. e study draws on estates in ten European countries: France,
Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom.
e project has the following objectives:
• to identify and to clarify the social and economic changes which have occurred in large
post-WWII estates and particularly to identify general and specific factors triggering and
influencing the emergence of problems and patterns of decline in these areas;
• to develop a checklist of items that have proved to be important in successful and less
successful policy responses with respect to these estates;
• to draw conclusions about the potential for cross-national transfer of knowledge and
experience and for cooperation in strategic planning for these areas and in area and estate
management;
[9]

• to produce a comprehensive and practical handbook in which forward-looking scenarios
and new visions for large post-WWII estates in Europe are associated with examples of
evidence-based best practice to achieve sustainable future development of these areas;
• to build for practitioners and researchers a user-friendly database containing details of the
nature, successes and failures of present policies aimed at improving the position of large
post-WWII estates and their inhabitants;
• to consider whether and how European level policy could contribute to more effective
responses to problems associated with these estates.
e primary objective of RESTATE is to deliver evidence-based knowledge drawing on the
experience in cities in all parts of Europe. e methods used in the research are literature
research, statistical overviews, interviews, a survey and discussions with urban representatives.
e proposed handbook that will be written at the end of the research period will set out
best practices for future sustainable developments of these areas and for effective policy
implementation. It is hoped that the results will be useful for policymakers seeking to find out
the contexts in which measures have been, or can be expected to be, successful in improving
large-scale housing estates in cities.
Case studies are the heart of the project. Each study:
• establishes general information about the estate: its characteristics, history, demographic,
social, economic and physical development and problems;
• identifies the philosophy and aims of the policies that are being promoted in the estates,
how policies have matured over time, what the effects of the policies are and how all this can
be evaluated.
It is important to know what we mean by a large-scale housing estate. Following Power
(), we could define a large-scale housing estate as a group of buildings that is recognised
as a distinct and discrete geographical area. We add one element to this definition: we see
large-scale housing estates as developments planned by the State or with State support. With
respect to size, we confine our attention to housing estates with at least , housing units.
e focus on the project is on estates built in the second half of the th century. Taking these
elements together, this project is concerned with large-scale housing estates built in the second
half of the th century that can be defined as groups of at least , housing units that are
recognised as distinct and geographical areas, planned by the State or with State support.¹

1.2

The contents of this report

In a first report of the RESTATE project (Murie et al., ), we concentrated on the
structural and other factors that explain the difference between the success and failure of large
post-war estates in Europe. e present report deals specifically with large housing estates in
one city in Italy: Milan. e basic question addressed in this report reads as follows:
 In the rest of the report we refer to these estates as large housing estates.
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What types and combinations of problems have been identified in the large housing estates in Milan
(Italy) and what factors are associated with them?
In order to identify the specific problems of each estate we first needed a detailed description
of the development of each estate and the cities and countries to which they belong. e
research has therefore focused on the following variables:
• physical structure (quality, tenure, price and type of the dwellings, quality and character of
the environment);
• demographic developments (age structure, income distribution, household and ethnic
composition);
• economic developments (employment and unemployment, number, type and size of firms);
• socio-cultural developments (changing values and norms within the estate, changing cultural
identity).
On completion of this general description, an inventory was made of the problems and
problematic developments in the estates.
In chapter  we give some general background information on Italy. We are of the opinion
that these general developments reported there might influence the situation of cities and
their large housing estates. Chapter  provides a general overview of the city of Milan. An
understanding of the large housing estates in this city requires information on the economic,
demographic and socio-cultural developments at the urban level. Chapters  and  describe the
housing estates of Sant’Ambrogio. Chapters  and  give some background information on the
housing estates of San Siro (San Siro, Quarto Cagnino and Harrar Dessiè). Chapters  and 
describe the Comasina housing estate. Finally, chapter  gives some conclusions.
is report is concerned with Italy; the same kind of information for estates in other countries
in the RESTATE project can be found in the parallel reports.

[ 11 ]
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2

General developments in Italy

Although Italy was unified more than a hundred years ago, the geographic division into the
north, centre, and south remains very strong and it is important to take it into consideration
in a general picture of the development of Italy. Italian cities have developed at different rates
and have had different processes of urbanisation as a result of the social and economic contexts
in which each has developed. is section is devoted to clarifying the differences between the
geographic areas and cities by showing at the same time how a national welfare system model
has different implications and impacts on the local context. e peculiarities and local features
of Italian cities can be traced in the magnificence of the city centres as well as in the different
ways in which the peripheries and large housing estates were built during the s and s.

2.1

Economic developments

From the economic viewpoint, the Italian economy has shifted since the early s from an
agricultural to an industrial basis. Between  and , the annual average rate of growth
was . per cent in agriculture, forestry and fishing, while the rate of industrial growth was 
per cent. e difference was even greater in the following four years from  to : . per
cent compared with . per cent. Agriculture’s contribution to the GDP fell from  per cent
in  to  per cent in .
During the same period (referred to as the economic miracle) northern Italy, particularly the
Regions of Lombardia and Piemonte, was marked by increasing employment opportunities in
the industrial sector. is factor promoted a major population exodus northwards (particularly
to the industrial triangle of Milan, Genoa, and Turin) from the southern part of the country
and the islands (Sardinia and Sicily). Rapid processes of urbanisation occurred in both
northern and southern Italy, but the problems were exacerbated by the immigration from
the latter. For example, in  the proportion of the Italian population living in urban areas
(of more than , people) rose from . per cent to . per cent within ten years.² is
important internal migration had a strong impact on the housing stock. e heavy housing
demand in urbanised areas became a social and political issue. National policies (Ina-CASA
policy) were implemented.
Since the early s, Italy has become a post-industrial economy characterised by a limited
agricultural sector (. per cent in ), a shrinking industrial sector ( per cent), and an
 For further details on the Italian process of urbanisation see Cafiero and Busca ().
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increasing service sector ( per cent). is general trend is however not homogenous across
the country. It should be noted that, in the northern part of the country, the manufacturing
industry retains its economic importance ( per cent in ). Specifically in some districts of
the northeast of Italy, the percentage of workers employed in the manufacturing sector reaches
 per cent. In contrast, the south is the area with the smallest industrial sector in Europe (
per cent in ) and half the employees are occupied in the housing construction sector.
In the last two decades, two main transformations have occurred with respect to the labour
market: an increase in the participation of women in the labour force, and the rise in the
unemployment rate. With respect to the first aspect, in the last - years Italy has undergone
a gender shift on the labour market. Between - women’s participation in the labour
force increased (by ,) while male occupation rates decreased (by ,). Although
this phenomenon involves the whole country, we can still notice a significant north-south
difference in female occupations. In the south opportunities for women to access the labour
market are limited (in  only . per cent of the labour force was occupied by females in
the south compared with  per cent in the north). eir participation depends on the limited
attention given by the Italian welfare system to the caring services. Even though in the north
of the country there is a higher presence of caring services, Italian women still have to juggle
between their careers and care of the family.
Regarding unemployment in the last  years, Italy has been one of the countries with the
highest unemployment rates in the EU. Although the unemployment rate in the EU as a
whole stood at . per cent in , the Italian unemployment rate was . per cent; regional
levels shown marked deviations from this average figure (at  per cent in the north and  per
cent in the south). Eurostat reports that, across Europe, there are . million unemployed
people, . per cent of which are female (Eurostat, a). Furthermore,  per cent of the
employed people (. million across the EU) are working part-time, while  million people
working fulltime have temporary jobs. Women, people less than  years old, and ethnic
minority groups are the most likely to be excluded from secure fulltime jobs on the labour
market. In the south of Italy, youth and female unemployment rates are far above the EU
averages, as table . reports. In Calabria, for example, the youth unemployment rate is . per
cent, while in Molise female unemployment is . per cent.

Table . – Youth and female unemployment rates of regions in the south of Italy, April 
(percentages)
Region

Young
unemployment rate

Female
unemployment rate

51.4
52.3
51.4
57.6
62.9
64.5
72.3

30.2
48.2
30.2
29.8
36.1
32.8
39.7

Puglia
Molise
Basilicata
Sardegna
Sicilia
Campania
Calabria
Source: Eurostat (1999)
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2.2

Demographic and socio-cultural developments

e socio-demographic structure of the Italian population was modified between -;
change has been characterized by several trends that have some differences between the
geographic areas of the country (south, centre, and north). Since the s, the growth of the
Italian population has slowed down drastically. Indeed, while in the s the population was
growing by  percentage points, in one decade between the -, growth was less that 
percentage point.
e drastic reduction in population growth is closely linked with the zero birth-rate
phenomenon. Comparison of Italy with other EU countries reveals, with an average number of
. children per woman, that Italy has the lowest fertility rate. Data varies however according
to the geographic area. e north of the country has always had a lower fertility rate than the
south. While in  the average number of children per woman in the south was ., in the
north this number had fallen to .. e low birth rate phenomenon, now a serious problem
in Italy, is related to several factors: first, the ‘family culture’ which imposes a time investment
on women in terms of childcare; second, the recent greater access of women to the labour
market; third, a welfare system which makes it difficult for women to reconcile family and
paid work. e family structure is therefore undergoing transformation. In contrast with the
traditional extended family structure, a growing number of women are remaining unmarried
and childless, particularly in the north. ere are many childless couples and couples with only
one child. While in  the average number of family members was ., this number fell to an
average of . members per family in  and then fell further to an average of . members
per family in .
Another demographic change is the rapid ageing of the population. Italy is experiencing not
only a reduction of the population, but also a general transformation of the age distribution
in the population structure. In , the percentage of elderly people in Italy was the second
highest in Europe (after Sweden). If the demographic dynamic continues, in  years time one
third of the population will be over  and the labour force will only be slightly higher than 
per cent of the population. ere will be an impact on the stability of the productive services
and on the social benefits system. e percentage of people aged over  has also grown (in
, . per cent of the population).

Table . – Population in regions of Italy, -
Census
year
1951
1961
1971
1981
1991
2001

Northeast
11,745
13,157
14,938
15,291
14,951
14,939

Northwest
9,417
9,504
10,026
10,410
10,378
10,635

Centre

South

Islands

National

Mean variation
for 1,000

8,668
9,387
10,298
10,803
10,911
10,907

11,923
12,436
12,720
13,552
13,923
13,915

5,763
6,140
6,155
6,501
6,615
6,601

47,516
50,624
54,137
56,557
56,778
56,996

7.4
6.4
6.7
4.4
0.4
0.4

Source: ISTAT, Census 1951-2001
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Table . – Italian population by geographic area and by age, -
Year

1971

1981

1991

2001

Age

north
centre
south
Italy
north
centre
south
Italy
north
centre
south
Italy
north
centre
south
Italy

Population

<15

15-64

>64

5.48
2.31
5.44
13.23
4.87
2.11
5.15
12.13
3.34
1.54
4.14
9.02
3.13
1.43
3.73
8.24

16.46
6.80
11.55
34.81
17.14
7.17
12.64
36.94
17.79
7.53
13.75
39.07
17.36
7.45
14.02
38.83

3.02
1.20
1.88
6.10
3.70
1.52
2.27
7.49
25.34
10.91
20.54
56.79
25.45
11.05
20.96
57.46

24.96
10.30
18.87
54.14
25.70
10.80
20.05
56.56
25.34
10.91
20.54
56.79
25.45
11.05
20.96
57.46

Source: ISTAT, Census 1971-1991

Table . – Separation and divorce by geographic area, -
north
centre
south
Italy

1988

1998

4.2
3.4
1.9
3.3

5.2
5.0
2.9
4.4

Source: ISTAT – for 1,000 families of Registry Office

Table . – Visas granted to migrants coming from different continents for different Italian regions,
 and  (percentages)
1993

1998

North

Centre

South

Total

North

Centre

South

Total

Europe
Africa
Asia
America
Australia
Stateless

53.4
56.3
40.1
39.0
31.4
69.9

34.1
24.4
47.7
36.2
46.9
23.3

12.5
19.3
12.3
24.8
21.7
6.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

55.1
60.3
45.7
45.6
33.2
65.3

32.1
20.1
41.0
34.4
49.9
27.1

12.8
19.3
13.3
20.0
16.9
7.7

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

Total

49.9

33.8

16.3

100.0

53.7

30.6

15.7

100.0

Source: ISTAT; Benassi and Mingione (2002)
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Both of these demographic dynamics (the low birth-rate and the ageing of the population) are
having an interesting impact on the transformation of family structure. e phenomenon of
singleness, which in the s was limited to only  per cent of the population, has reached 
per cent in the last few decades (in an urban area such as Milan,  per cent of the population
is involved). Frequently, being single is a consequence of widowhood. Indeed, . per cent of
singles are - years old and . per cent are more than  years old.
However, being single is also the result of divorce, separation, or a postponement of marriage
(especially in big cities). e growth of new family typologies (co-habitation, separation, or
divorce) underlines a process of secularisation in Italian society (the Italian Divorce Law came
into force in ), even though the number of divorces and separations is relatively low in Italy
and in the south the percentage is even lower.
Family networks that are more vertical and less horizontal constitute the Italian society. Very
frequently Italian families are constituted by three, even four generations, with a large number
of grandparents (and sometimes great-grandparents) and with very few grandchildren, who
often come from a single-child family, and have few cousins or neighbours to play with. From
the point of view of the oldest generation, this vertical family structure means that the elderly
can rely for their care on a very limited number of relatives (children and grandchildren).
Very often in this new Italian family, grown-up children are so protected that they remain
in the family home for much longer periods than in other EU countries (especially Northern
European countries). Often their exit from the family home does not correspond with
economic independence; access to the labour market happens before leaving the family nest;
nest leaving is often motivated by the constitution of a new family. is might be explained by
the precariousness of the labour market, although more cases are reported in the north of the
country where the unemployment rate is lower.
Italian society is slowly becoming multi ethnic. e Italian history of migration is similar
to that of other EU countries, such as Spain, in the sense that it has passed from being an
emigration country to an immigration country. Indeed, between  (the year of Italian
unification) to  the number of Italians who requested and obtained an expatriation
visa reached  million. Since the s, however, Italy has become an attractive country
for migrants from North Africa (Morocco, Tunisia), East European countries (Poland and
previous Soviet countries) and the Far East (e Philippines and China). Between  and
, the temporary resident visas granted increased from , to ,, (+ per cent).
Although the number of immigrants has grown very fast, the immigration phenomenon is
still not very large ( per cent of the entire population). e specific feature of the migration
phenomenon is the high turnover and the short migration period of the immigrants. Only
 per cent of the legal immigrants have been resident in Italy for more than ten years and
less than  per cent have been resident since five years ago (Benassi and Mingione, ).
e tendency of such short-term immigration implies targeted housing interventions for
immigrants especially in the Italian context where there is a marked immobility of the housing
market (especially the social housing sector and the private rental sector).
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2.3

Housing market developments

e Italian housing market is strongly characterised by the private sector. Two out of three
households are homeowners (in  the national average was  per cent). According to
FEDERCASA³ between s-mid s there was, in absolute terms, a constant growth
of the homeownership sector at the cost of the rental sector. Table . shows that between
 and  there was a drastic shift from a housing market partially characterised by the
homeownership sector to a housing market strongly orientated to this sector.
is percentage, however, is not homogenously distributed across the country. e north and
the south of the country differ markedly. In the south, households have a higher propensity
to buy a property than households living in the northwest of the country (in , in the south
. per cent of households were homeowners compared with only . per cent of households
living in the northwest).
Furthermore, the homeownership sector is more extensive in medium and small sized towns
than in the metropolitan areas. In towns with less than , inhabitants the homeownership
sector reaches . per cent, while in cities of ,-, inhabitants the rental sector is
around . per cent, and reaches . per cent in the metropolitan areas. Frequently, rental
Table.. – Tenure of Italian housing market, - (percentages)
Year

Tenure
Rental sector

Homeownership
sector

Other

49
47
44
36
25
21
20

40
46
51
59
68
75
72

11
7
5
5
6
4
8

1951
1961
1971
1981
1991
1995
1999

Source: ISTAT – 1951, 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991, 1996, 1999

Table . – Household tenure by geographic distribution,  (percentages)
Tenure

Rental sector
Home-ownership sector
Usufruct
Free

Geographic distribution
Northwest

Northeast

Centre

South

Islands

Italy

22.1
69.7
2.5
5.7

17.5
73.8
2.9
5.8

15.8
76.7
2.9
5.8

20.9
69.5
2
7.6

17.9
72.1
2.3
7.7

19.1
72.1
2.3
6.4

Source: ISTAT – Household expenses, 2000

 FEDERCASA. I numeri della casa. La casa in Europa, Le condizioni abitative in Italia, Gli enti gestori, Gli scenari
[http://www.federcasa.it/documenti/archivio/federcasa_inumeridellacasa.PDF].
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dwellings are synonymous with low cost property and are located in the most deprived parts of
the city (. per cent of the entire rental sector).
e country has now reached a point where the housing stock surpasses, in quantitative
terms, the levels generally considered necessary. Indeed, housing conditions in Italy improved
considerably between  and . e national average number of rooms per inhabitant has
doubled, rising from . in  to . in . According to the Census, housing amenities,
such as a bathroom inside the dwelling, changed from being available for only a very select
number of households (. per cent of households in ) to being accessible to almost all
Italian families. In  the percentage of Italian households with a bathroom was . per
cent. e transformation of the housing stock had a direct effect on the factors that determine
the desirability of a property. According to CRESME (), strategies have been put into
place for selecting where to live; one of the main factors is no longer determined by the quality
of the dwellings (housing amenities), but by the symbolic identity of the neighbourhood where
a dwelling is located. Environmental aspects (such as green areas, quietness, the aesthetics of
the area), the services and transport availability nowadays determine housing demand and
house prices.
Although housing standards have improved, ,, dwellings in the Italian housing stock
have been identified which suffer severely from problems of lack of security related both to the
age of the housing stock – built more than  years ago (. per cent) – and to their physical
deterioration, because they were badly constructed (. per cent). e ageing of the Italian
housing stock seems to be an important aspect. Indeed, CENSIS has estimated that  per
cent of the entire Italian housing stock should be considered old. e other issue of lack of
security is related to the poorly constructed housing stock, a problematic phenomenon in the
Italian context. In  the Italian government became concerned with . million dwellings
poorly built in the previous decades; among these, according to CENSIS, who carried out the
survey on behalf of the Lavori Pubblici Ministry, ,, multi-storey houses are at risk
(Benassi and Mingione, ).
e difficulties in terms of housing affordability have not progressed at the same speed.
e limited availability of dwellings in the social housing sector and private rental sector have
mobilised large investments into the homeowner sector. Housing costs are constantly growing
across the country; the highest prices are reported in the metropolitan areas (such as Milan
and Rome) and in the north of the country (figure .). According to CRESME, although
each city follows a general trend with regard to house prices, within a city costs per m² for
dwellings might vary in relation to distance from the city centre and other indications such as
green areas, transport connections, the quality of the housing stock, and so forth. For all eleven
cities taken into consideration, CRESME proceeded to identify three sub-areas (prestigious,
average, poor) and has calculated the variation in the housing price per m² in each area (see
figure .).

2.4

Housing policy

In Italian housing policy, the inclusion and exclusion paradigm is perpetuated through a
housing system that facilitates the expansion and maintenance of the ownership sector –
categorisation-particularistic approach (see table .) – and excludes and marginalises those who
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Table . – Italian housing policy typologies
Housing policy for all citizens
• reduction of tax on buying/selling contracts;
• tax deductibility of a mortgage for the first property;
• reduction of ICI (tax on the first property);
• facilities for a mortgage and loan for the first property;
• Fair Act.
Welfare policies
• Social rental houses for people in economic need (supplying authorities: IACP and local authority);
• temporary accommodation – low-income and eviction order (supplied by local authority);
• housing benefits with income criteria (supplied by local authority);
• dormitories and shelter for homeless people (supplied by local authority or voluntary sector).
Sources: Negri and Saraceno (1996)

are in housing need – a pioggia measures.⁴ In Italian housing policy little attention has been
paid to the issue of housing provision for vulnerable groups and, in the rare cases in which
housing interventions for people in housing needs have been delivered, the policies applied
have generally been temporary and fragmented (Hughes, ).
Italian housing policies have therefore been marked by a clear distinction between a housing
policy for all citizens and social assistance measures for those who are at risk of deprivation
(Negri and Saraceno, , table .). For the latter group, the policy applied has generally been
piecemeal and temporary (temporary accommodation, housing benefits, dormitories and night
shelters), while general housing policy has concentrated on homeownership. Indeed, the core
argument of the Italian housing policy debate (Tosi, ; Padovani, ; Negri and Saraceno,
) has been pointing out that Italian housing policies have been ‘socially selective’ (Tosi,
, p. ). Although this marked distinction is still inherent in Italian housing policy, there
have been some interesting innovations that appear to have changed the general picture.
To understand the ideological foundations on which Italian housing policy has been built, it is
important to be familiar with the history of Italian housing since the early s. ese were
the years when political concern was first expressed in housing needs and peoples’ rights to an
adequate standard of living. us, when analysing Italian housing policies, it is appropriate to
consider distinct historical periods.⁵
e first decade following the Second World War (Post-war reconstruction-period -)
was characterised by a high level of public investment to reconstruct the more than one million
rooms that had been destroyed and the further million that had been badly damaged by
bombing. e Italian housing policy was a period of growth and expansion (-). From an
economic point of view, in this period the Italian economy shifted from a mainly agricultural
to an industrial basis. One of the effects was a major exodus northwards (particularly to the
industrial triangle of Milan, Genoa, and Turin) from the southern part of the country and the
 Although the term ‘a pioggia measure’ is commonly used in the Italian policy discourse, there is no clear definition
of this term. In practice, a pioggia measures are delivered when projects are financed without using objective and

measurable evaluation criteria. is might be the case when projects are financed without being part of a targeted
and precise policy, or some monetary interventions are delivered in a state of emergency.

 See also Harloe () for historical approaches to housing studies.
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islands (Sardinia and Sicily). Rapid processes of urbanisation occurred in both the north and
south of Italy, but the problem was exacerbated in the former by immigration from the latter.
We mentioned above that in  the proportion of the Italian population living in urban areas
(of more than , people) rose from . per cent to . per cent within ten years.⁶ One
of the consequences of this unbalanced growth was a high demand for housing and land in the
region of growth. Italian housing policy concentrated its efforts on promoting homeownership.
us, the period from  to  was a phase of expanding development of new housing,
supported by extensive State investment. e most important national social rental housing
provision policy of that time was implemented: the INA-CASA programme (part of the
Employment Act ). ‘e declared aims of the strategy were first to create houses with
controlled rents and also to increase blue-collar employment’ (Padovani, , p. ). e
programme was heavily subsidised by taxes paid by employees and employers ( per cent of
the funds) through rent and mortgage payments. Within the first  months  building sites
were established. When the plans were fully developed, , dwellings per week were realised,
enabling  households a week to be housed (Di Biagi, ). e programme lasted for 
years (-).
Following this period of massive construction, from the mid s to the mid s Italian
housing policy was in a phase in which building construction was very limited. e only
distinctive aspect of this period is the implementation of a group of legislative measures that
had a strong impact on the framework of the public sector: intervention in house building
(the Land Regulation Act of , and the Tenancy Agreement Regulation Act in , and so
forth).
In the mid s the housing issue started to be re-conceptualised in a different way. In
addition to the quantitative approach, housing policy was included and interpreted as an
urban issue, becoming more locally based and interpreted within a general trend of integrated
and multidimensional approaches. e main features of urban policies can be summarised as
follows:
• greater attention to administrating legislation;
• priority for mobility and transportation (public transportation, parking areas);
• emphasis on promoting policies tackling aspects not strictly related to urban issues
(unemployment, the environment, health);
• fragmentation and local policies.
Besides the mismatch between the socioeconomic demographic transformation and the
theoretical assumptions on which Italian housing policies were forged, another important
factor should be stressed. Very recently, Italian housing policies became part of a more general
process of devolution. e Constitutional Reform approved on March  devolves the
decision-making powers and decisions on the Financial Budget from the State to the Regions.
Historically, Italy has been marked by two main Social Rental Housing Programmes: Piano
INA-Casa, promoted by the Christian Democratic Minister Fanfani -; and the Gescal
Trust Funds (Gestione Case Lavoratori), between -.⁷ Housing and social policies have
always been a matter for the State and territorial homogeneity is guaranteed through national
 For further details on the Italian process of urbanisation see Cafiero and Busca ().

 INA-Casa and GESCAL are saving obligatory systems imposed by several government authorities on dependent
employees.
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policies. Although the constitutional transformation is highly complex, and despite the fact
that this reform is still the subject of legal debate, some theoretical comments can be made.
It may be too early to evaluate the impact of this constitutional reform on housing and social
policies since the modifications of the regional policies on these matters have not yet reached
the implementation stage. However, this reform is already visible in the fact that each region
now has the right and the institutional obligation to draft a new Regional Programme for
Residential Social Rental Housing every three years.
In Lombardy, for example, a New Regional Programme for Residential Public Housing
(PRERP) was approved under Resolution no.  on  October  (Delibera del Consiglio
Regionale). e new Programme covers the period - with a financial budget of 
million euro. e programme is yet to be fully implemented.
e regional action plan features:
• direct and public interventions for the most vulnerable sections of the population by
supplying social housing with canone sociale (social rental dwellings) or promoting
partnerships with the non profit sector in order to activate social services and programmes;
• a supply of dwellings at canone moderati (affordable rents) offered by the market or the public
sector. An affordable rent means rent below the market price affordable for households on
low to average incomes;
• economic rent support for households with economic difficulties;
• promotion of integrated programmes (PII – Integrated Programmes, PRU – Urban
Renewal Programmes, Neighbourhood Contracts), because these are considered to be the
most successful partnership initiatives between the public and private sectors;
• promotion of new supply policies, not for areas which are spatially de-localized, but where
housing problems are most concentrated. Reducing commuting distances will positively
affect the economic situation and the quality of the living environment.
Table . – Regional intervention measures already implemented
Intervention measures
Temporary rental

Funds for rent support

Regional monitoring of condition
of housing
Safe neighbourhood project
Mortgage for first time buyers

Description

Regional funds
available (euro)

A supply of rental dwellings for people
(students, employees/workers) who need a
house for a short period.
This measure is funded by a National Fund,
‘Fondo nazionale per il sostegno all’accesso
alle abitazioni in localizazione’ and
integrated by regional funds. This economic
contribution is used for supporting
households living in rented houses.
The aim is to monitor the quality and
quantity of housing demand.
Video surveillance in ALER estates.

25,967,472

72,303,966

6,213,020
1,549,371
72,303,966

Source: Regione Lombardia (2002)

 For all the information above see Regione Lombardia ().
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Table . – New regional intervention measures, -
New intervention measures
20,000 renting houses
Neighbourhood contracts II
Rental dwellings for elderly people

Residential housing for students
Regional programmes for
residential social housing

Description
The decree foresee the building of new
dwellings with canone concordato.
Renewal of dwellings to be allocated to
elderly people (permanent renting with
‘canone agevolato’).
General housing needs.

Regional funds
available (euro)
64,557,112
34,912,486
(non funds available)

4,704,542
456,558,827

Source: Regione Lombardia (2002)

It is interesting to note the twofold focus in the new guidelines: on the one hand great
attention is paid to rents, rent controls, rental issues, versus private sectors and owners. On
the other hand, the focus is the neighbourhood community, with the promotion of integrated
programmes and new bottom-up policies.
e intervention measures which have already been implemented by the region in terms of
rental housing policies include: temporary rentals; funds for rent support; regional monitoring
of the condition of housing; neighbourhood projects enhancing safety; mortgages for first time
buyers. PRERP is also intended for the promotion of new intervention measures (according
to the Law /), including: , rental dwellings; neighbourhood contracts II; rental
dwellings for elderly people; residential housing for students; regional programmes for
residential social housing⁸ (see tables . and .).

2.5

Conclusions

e socioeconomic and demographic transformations occurring in Italian society are putting
the housing system under stress. e housing system outlined earlier was founded on Fordist
economic and family stability assumptions. In the mid s in the Italian context, almost all
discussion of housing assumed that the patriarchal family was the household form to which
policy should be directed. Whether or not traditional family images were realistic, they were
tied to a hierarchy of inclusion in the welfare State, whereby some groups could be more
effectively catered for than others.
e country has now reached a point where the housing stock exceeds, in quantitative terms,
the levels generally considered necessary. At the same time, however, the number of people in
need of housing is still increasing. e rise in long-term unemployment, high rates of youth
unemployment, and the demographic transformations discussed above have given rise to a new
set of circumstances that are difficult to address within the existing framework. New social
groups (legal and illegal immigrants, young people, cohabiting couples) are being marginalised
from a housing system in which old assumptions are entrenched.
Problems of a different nature emerge in current housing policy. As far as the
homeownership sector is concerned, the most important factors are the rising costs and the
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decreased affordability of housing. In the social sector, apart from the general shrinking of the
sector, the existing criteria for access to social housing no longer reflects the social composition
of those in need and fails to provide potentially vulnerable groups with access to this type of
affordable housing (single mothers, cohabiting couples, for example). e existing provisions
for homeless people are increasingly incapable of responding to the sharply growing number of
people at risk of homelessness.
With regard to the first point, it has been estimated that access to homeownership has
become more costly: while in the s about two and a half to three times the yearly income
of an average tenant was required to purchase a house, in the early s five times the yearly
income was necessary. Moreover, the facilities for mortgages and loans for first-time buyers
have also decreased in comparison with the s (Coppo, ). Italian housing policy faced
contradictory developments. On the one hand, the policies implemented aimed to promote
owner-occupation, while at the same time the opportunities offered by the market were
decreasing. In this context, Ferrera and Castles () argued that the only buffer had been
the role of the extended family, which operated as a clearinghouse in relation to monetary and
non-monetary resources. In other words, family resources are shared according to the needs
of the family members. According to Padovani, what seems to emerge in this comparative
perspective is the importance of the family acting in various roles [in Italian housing policy]:
as ‘family bank’, insofar as more than half of housing finance is provided by family savings;
as ‘promoter’, in mobilising various resources and practices to help gain access to housing; as
‘social agent’, in taking care of young people as they postpone leaving home (Padovani, ,
p.).
e family network seems to be one of the main mechanisms in the Italian system through
which house purchase for the next generation is facilitated. e purchase of a house for newly
married couples is usually a family business in which the parents’ savings are used for the future
of their sons and daughters. Nowadays, the parents of grown-up children who are unable to
get into the labour market, who prolong their education, and who are reluctant to get married.
Although the generational transfer might have sheltered a new generation’s uncertainty
thus far, in the long run it might not be possible to apply the same strategy. e process of
impoverishment of this new generation has already affected lower-income families who are not
able to secure economic stability for their adult children.
With regard to the second point, unlike most other European countries, Italy has never
developed a clear social housing policy (Balchin, ). e model adopted in Italy was
markedly different from the comprehensive State-involvement models tied to the welfare
State in the Northern European countries (Tosi, , p. ). Even though the social housing
sector in Italy has been quite limited, this has not prevented the Italian government from
implementing privatisation strategies.⁹ During the s and s a considerable proportion
of social housing was put onto the private market. It was estimated that around ,
units (or  per cent of the stock) was sold into the private sector (Tosi, b). However,
the shrinking of the social housing stock and the limited numbers of dwellings are not the
only problems. e criteria for eligibility for social housing have not reflected the social and
economic transformations occurring in Italian society. To access social housing, an individual
 e process of privatisation of social housing has been developed in different ways across EU countries; for further
details see Forrest () or Usher ().
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must be registered on a waiting list and have acquired sufficient points; these are allocated on
the basis of economic need and housing requirements. e criteria include family income, the
typology of the family unit (young couple, family with a disabled child, or non self-sufficient
dependant, and so forth), and housing conditions (overcrowding, cohabitation). In the light
of what has been said, vulnerability appears to have become more widespread. An increasing
number of social groups perceive themselves to be outsiders with respect to the Italian housing
system.
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3

3.1

Milan: a general overview

General description of Milan

Modern Lombardia has long been a society of population movement. From the early growth
of the silk and textile industries to the creation of the contemporary metropolis, the region has
attracted groups of workers, consumers, pilgrims, traders and administrators. Since  the
region has been host to two waves of mass immigration: the first concerned Italians from the
countryside; the second concerns non-Italians, from a variety of countries, but mostly from
North Africa, Egypt and Albani (Foot, ). ese two immigrations have corresponded
with two different economic phases. e first coincided with the economic miracle, a period
of extraordinary growth based around traditional industry and public works. e second
immigration wave has taken place against the background of a different economy centred on
services, small businesses, and post-industrial scenarios.
While jobs were relatively easy to come by in the Milan of the economic miracle, a roof
over one’s head was a different matter and the search for decent housing was the main
preoccupation of immigrants in the city throughout the boom years. By the end of the s
Milan had a  per cent foreign immigrant population, with the vast majority working in the
low-skilled service sector (restaurants, cleaners, maids), or as unskilled workers in factories.
Integration at the economic level is necessary to keep the Milanese economy alive, as the
city is ageing at an alarming rate. However, there is a clear contradiction between welcoming
immigrants as economic actors and lamenting their social presence. e city is not ready to
absorb these new immigrants, the political, social, cultural and urban spaces all seem too
limited, and the immigrants’ presence is being marked by a series of conflicts that range from
the everyday microlevel to occasional large-scale levels. e effects of these transformations at
the microlevel on our estates are described below.
Milan is the second largest city in Italy in terms of population (Census: ,, inhabitants
– , male and , female, Cumune di Milano, ) and in terms of the extension of
its territory: it covers , hectares. It is the capital of the province (the population of the
entire province amounts to . million inhabitants) and of the Lombardia region ( million
inhabitants).
e Milan metropolis is ranked first of the Italian cities in terms of income per head (Sole
ore, -), and it is less affected by unemployment (. per cent) than other Italian urban
contexts. Furthermore, in the last twenty years Milan has witnessed the important processes of
de-industrialisation and transformation to a service economy. Indeed, the most important and
dramatic change to Milan – its landscape, identity, and way of life – has been the rapid and
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complete de-industrialisation and industrial decentralisation. e latter process began in the
s and the former in the s. By the s all the long-standing factories in the city and
its hinterland had closed or employed tiny fractions of their former workforce: Pirelli, Falck,
Alfa Romeo, Innocenti to name but a few. In the s, the largest employer in the city was
Pirelli; today it is the city council.
Between  and , the number of employees in the service sector grew to become .
per cent of the total workforce. e active working population and employment rates are still
high: they moved from . per cent in  to . per cent in . Another important aspect
of the Milanese labour force is the high percentage of women participating in the labour
market. In the last  years (-) the Milanese female employment rate has passed from
. per cent to . per cent.
Although in Milan the employment rate is one of the highest in Italy (and the unemployment
rate is growing smaller), the risk of marginalisation is still an issue. e most vulnerable groups
seeking access to the labour market are the young and women. In  the youth (- years
old) and female unemployment rates were . per cent and . per cent respectively.
Milan is a prosperous city, a symbol of innovation and progress. e downside of this image
is the fact that Milan is an expensive and selective city, which excludes and rejects vulnerable
groups. Milan selects its residents throughout the cost of living, particularly the cost of
housing. One effect is that Milan’s population has begun to change. Since  the ‘sleeping’
resident population has been in decline, and ageing. Milan now has a negative birth-rate and
three grandparents for every child. By   per cent of this population was over  and the
average age of Milan’s residents was . One third of pensioners live alone, as do  per cent
of all residents. Far more residents are aged over eighty than under five. At the same time, the

Picture . – View over San Siro. Photo: IACPM ()
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resident population has been shifting away from the centre of the city. is can be accounted
for by the fact that Milan is a NON affordable city for newcomers and young families. In
the last few decades, Milan has experienced an important exodus phenomenon towards the
hinterland of the city.
In addition to the fact that the cost of living is very high it must be stressed that the housing
issue is very much a problem of affordability. Between  and  the homeownership
sector in the Milanese housing stock increased. e homeownership sector was  per cent
in  and is now over  per cent. e issue of affordability is a combination of high house
prices, especially in the central neighbourhoods, and for specific features of the rental sector
social housing is very limited; the private rental sector is also limited and highly priced. Indeed,
according to the Gabetti Agency, one of the most prestigious estate agents in Italy, the price of
apartments in the central area of the city rose by  per cent between - and by more
than  per cent in . However, the most significant fact is that while the demand for rental
dwellings is high ( per cent of demand against the national mean of  per cent), the supply
has been very low for a long time (Tosi, ). Very recently, through the transformations of
the regulation of the rental sector, the number of dwellings available for renting at higher costs
has increased drastically and the number of cases of eviction is growing.
With regard to the public rental sector, its erosion has been proportionally higher than in
the public sector. In addition, the Milanese housing market is characterised by the inadequacy
of the social housing sector. e issue is related not only to the problem of the total lack of an
investment strategy for low-cost social housing, but also to the constantly decreasing supply of
dwellings in this sector. Although the Regional Agency for Residential Social Housing only
owns , dwellings, it has sold  of them annually for the last ten years. As a result the
social housing stock available is not even able to respond to the pressing demands of lowincome evicted households (Zajczyk, ).
However, the stability of the housing market that has characterised Milan for a long time
(high percentage of private properties, rental sector subject to rent controls, low turnover in
the social housing sector) has given way to a slow transformation of neighbourhoods while to
some extent preserving their social mix. As a result, families on low incomes are at a high risk
of falling into a vulnerable position. According to Zajzcyk (), housing issues in Milan are
related to social exclusion, marginalisation, and social polarisation in the following respects:
• the process of the forced expulsion of economically vulnerable groups from the centre of the
city (see process of gentrification of the neighbourhood) towards the city outskirt or satellite
municipalities;
• the lack of a housing policy for the scarce supply of dwellings for low-income households;
• low standards of social housing, especially in the central neighbourhoods where private
properties occupied by prosperous homeowners are close to old and dilapidated social
housing stock occupied by the elderly and immigrants;
• homelessness.

3.2

Neighbourhoods in the city

Milan is divided into administrative zones. is division has changed over the years.
Between  and , Milan was divided into  zones accommodating ,-,
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Figure . – Percentages of unemployed households in Milan, 
inhabitants. Since , the administrative zones have been restructured, so instead of 
administrative zones there are now nine each with ,-, inhabitants. e reason
for this administrative transformation probably lies in the fact that in the last few decades the
neighbourhood council, with political representatives for each zone, has lost its power. From a
statistical point of view, the transfer from  to nine administrative zones has given rise to the
incompatibility of data, because the former  administrative zones do not fit into the nine
new ones. Consequently, from now on data provided will refer either to the previous division
or to the new one recently established. In addition, it is interesting to note that currently the
zones are divided into pie slices that run from the very centre of the city to the periphery,
thereby including different social sectors. Not only were the original zones smaller in size;
they also reflected more homogenous settlements, since they were constructed around the
concentric rings of the city.
Milan can also be represented by two concentric rings. e first combines the core of the
city (the historic part) and some semi-central neighbourhoods (first periphery) and is
characterized by a visible social mix. In other words, middleclass households live in close
proximity to low-income elderly households who are sometimes in the process of being
evicted from their dilapidated dwellings, or are living in social rental housing apartment
blocks built before the Second World War. Next to the core of the city there is a second
concentric area accommodating many households with a high risk of social deprivation. e
residents of these neighbourhoods are often living in social rental apartment blocks built after
the s. e socio-demographic profile of these dormitory neighbourhoods consists of the
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older generations of internal migrants (who arrived in the s) and young couples (with
or without children) with few professional qualifications. According to a recent survey of
deprivation (Zajczyk, ) the core part of the city is divided into sub-areas which include
the centre (zone A) and the first periphery (zone B). While the poverty propagation index is
. per cent in the city centre (area A), and . per cent in the first periphery (area B), the
index increases substantially in the large periphery (area C) ( per cent). It is in the core part
of the city (areas A and B) that there is the highest percentage of homeowners and tenants of
private rental dwellings (see table .) with a high level of education (see table .) and a high
rate of employment.
As tables . and . show, both educational levels (measured as years spent in education)
and employment rates decrease with distance from the city centre. Even though the Milanese
peripheries do not present obvious situations of ethnic segregation or social exclusion, these
form a circlet of social and economic vulnerability round the prosperous core of the city centre.
With regard to the housing stock, it is interesting to note that the associations we have made
that ‘city centre=good housing stock’ and ‘periphery=dilapidated housing’ do not always
apply. Although in Milan the homeownership sector is larger in the city centre and social
rental housing is mostly located in the peripheral area, the most rundown social housing is
concentrated in the city centre or in close proximity to it. Indeed, what are commonly known
as the ‘Historic Milanese Estates’, such as the San Siro estate, Stadera estate and Molise
Calvairate estates, are often located next to prestigious areas. e ‘Historic Milanese Estates’
consist of social rental housing apartment blocks built before  with severe structural
problems.
e San Siro estate exemplifies these estates. It was built as a peripheral neighbourhood
before WWII and in less than  years it became part of the city. e estate is now located in
a semi-central area and is one of the most problematic areas of the city. In other words, Milan
Tabel . – Mean number of years spent in education by territorial distribution in Milan
Zones
Area A
Area B
Area C
Average

Mean
12.5
10.2
9.9
11.0

Source: Osservatorio sulla povertà urbane, Survey sulla povertà a Milano, forthcoming, Università Milano-Bicocca

Table . – Occupation by territorial distribution in Milan
Zones
Area A
Area B
Area C
Average

Employment

Unemployment

Retirement

50.7
43.0
45.7
46.6

6.7
6.6
3.6
5.9

42.6
50.4
50.8
47.5

Source: Osservatorio sulla povertà urbane, Survey sulla povertà a Milano, forthcoming, Università Milano-Bicocca
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expanded by following this concentric pattern up to the outer administrative boundaries.
During the s and s (the period of maximum construction) Milan expanded by
building at the extreme periphery and leaving only a few free land plots for further building
(one of the few cases of building expansion during the late s is Sant’Ambrogio). Very
often, however, the function of these peripheral estates was to accommodate people coming
from rural areas or the southern part of the country who were not necessarily moving to Milan
for work in the industrial sector. Entire peripheral neighbourhoods contained young couples
seeking access to the housing market as well as the labour market and who very soon became
white-collar workers.
During the s and s, the Milanese peripheries were synonymous with green areas
and newly-built dwellings symbolising a new start in an urban environment for young families.
It should not be forgotten, however, that apart from many aristocratic and middleclass homes,
the housing stock of the city centre was old and dilapidated. Until the late s, the residents
of the ‘case di ringhiera’ (areas such as Corso Garibaldi and Corso Ticinese, which have recently
undergone a gentrification process) were poor Milanese.
ere is therefore an interesting contradiction here. Milan is a city that still has a social
mix. According to the index of resources and status¹⁰ (Zajczyk, ), even though in Milan
there is a linear relationship between the spatial distribution of social exclusion and distance
from the city centre, the figures ., . and . also point out the niches of social marginality,
even deprivation, in the centre of the city, and high social status zones in the peripheral parts.
Furthermore, there is no clear dividing line between the different zones. ese pockets indicate
the lack of proper space segregation, even though in the last decade the social structure in
Milan has tended to become polarised.
Based on the social resources and hardship index, however, it is possible to identify some
neighbourhoods that are more problematic than others. Looking at table . it can be seen that
the most problematic area of Milan is located near the municipal border (see zone ). With
regard to the estates selected for our research (San Siro, Sant’Ambrogio and Comasina) their
position in the classification is quite high.
Table . – Housing by territorial distribution (percentage)
Zones
Area A
Area B
Area C
Average

Property

Property with
mortgage

Private Rental

Social rental

Other

56.5
55.4
43.3
51.8

8.0
11.1
11.8
12.0

26.1
14.7
12.6
17.7

5.0
16.4
29.0
15.7

4.4
2.4
3.3
2.8

Source: Osservatorio sulla povertà urbane, Survey sulla povertà a Milano, forthcoming, Università Milano-Bicocca

 Based on the , census tracts into which Milan is divided and the analysis made by means of a resource and

social hardship index constructed by combining some indicators with a set of demographic, family typology and
housing stock indicators. In other words, the index of social resource and hardship identifies those areas with

positive or negative scores to make clear the different degrees of social exclusion from which various areas of Milan
suffer.
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Table . – Comparison of the former administrative decentralised units with reference to the index
resources-disadvantage

15
13
8
18
16
20
9
14
7
10
17
12
19
5
4
2
11
6
3
1

Ex 20 districts

Classification of
social resources
and disadvantage

Chiesa Rossa – Gratosoglio
Forlanini – Taliedo – Ponte Lambro
Affori – Bruzzano – Comasina
Baggio – Forze Armate
Barona – Ronchetto sul Naviglio
Vialba – Certosa – Quarto Oggiaro
Niguarda – Ca’Granda – Bicocca
Corvetto – Rogoredo – Vigentina – Gabrio Rosa
Bovisa – Dergano
Monza – Padova
Lorenteggio – Inganni
Feltre – Carnia – Cimiano – Ortica – Lambrate
San Siro – QT8 – Gallaratese
Ticinese – Genova
Vittoria – Romana – Molise
Centro Direzionale – Greco – Zara
Argonne – Centro Studi
Magenta – Sempione
Venezia – Buenos Aires
Centro Storico

-0.72
-0.63
-0.59
-0.56
-0.52
-0.52
-0.50
-0.45
-0.35
-0.24
-0.20
-0.14
-0.09
0.07
0.09
0.35
0.40
0.61
0.63
0.99

Source: Zajczyk (2003)

In other words, some of the old estates, which until  years ago were considered to be on the
periphery of the city, have slowly found a new centrality in the city. San Siro, Sant’Ambrogio,
and even Comasina were built as peripheral estates, but are now integrated into the city. e
issue seems therefore to be divided between the physical periphery and the social periphery;
the problematic estates seem to have been transferred from the urban periphery located at the
edge of the city and isolated, to the social periphery where they are still problematic, but are
now fully integrated in the city’s urban context.

3.3

Conclusions

In conclusion, Milan is strongly characterised by an evident social mix across the three
geographical areas (core, first periphery, second periphery). In Milan, small territorial parts
of the city where social exclusion can be found substitute for the vast areas of social exclusion
encountered in large cities elsewhere. In contrast with the US no-go neighbourhoods (the
ghettos) Milan shows a form of social segregation that takes the form of a limited area, such
as one dangerous street, or a rundown square. Even in the case of the estates, one apartment
block may be more dilapidated than the rest of the area. In other words, Milan is formed by
microcosmic reality that is often difficult to discover and sometimes impossible to deal with.
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4

Sant’Ambrogio in Milan:
general description

e Sant’Ambrogio housing estate is located in the southern part of the city of Milan,
traditionally less industrial and developed later than the rest of the city. e Sant’Ambrogio
neighbourhood consists of two adjacent estates. We can to some extent consider San’ Ambrogio
as a continuum: one estate in the shape of a figure ‘’. However, since the history of the
Sant’Ambrogio I and Sant’Ambrogio II estates differs in some respects (date of construction,
for example), for the purposes of our research we retain the distinction. Part I was completed
in  and part II in -. Before , this entire area had just a few private houses and
scattered farms of some historic value. e population of the entire area did not exceed one
hundred inhabitants (Iosa, ).
Sant’Ambrogio I was built following a decision of the Municipality in :  apartment
blocks of social rental dwellings. By , , dwellings with a total of , rooms had
been completed, together with  shops (Iosa, ; Iosa, ). Sant’Ambrogio II was built
between  and  through the initiative of the public and social housing management
company known as IACP, Istituto Autonomo Case Popolari (today known as ALER,
Azienda Lombrada Edilizia Residenziale). In this case IACP owns the dwellings. Here ,
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Figure . – Sant’Ambrogio estates I and II
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Table . – Types of dwellings in Sant’Ambrogio I and II
2 bedroom apt. +
services
(kitchen and bathroom)

3 bedroom apt. +
services
(kitchen and bathroom)

4 bedroom apt. +
services
(kitchen and bathroom)

168
420

880
472

168
230

Sant’Ambrogio II (1970/71)
Sant’Ambrogio I (1965)
Source: Iosa (1984)

Table . – Assigned versus occupied dwellings
Property
ALER
Municipality

Estate
Sant’Ambrogio II
Sant’Ambrogio I

Assigned
percentage

Illegally occupied
percentage

Total number of
dwellings

97.8
97.0

2.2
2.9

1,091
835

Source: Aler (2002)
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Figure . – Sant’Ambrogio I
dwellings with , rooms were constructed (Iosa, ; Iosa, ). e housing association
management company has managed both Sant’Ambrogio I and Sant’Ambrogio II despite
the fact that the properties differ. In the early s the construction period within the city
ended, and new buildings were built in the province of Milan and in some small municipalities
adjacent to the city.
e architect Arrigo Arrighetti, responsible for the projects, conceived the district in an
innovative manner. He did not want to construct just a social residential housing district, a
dormitory, but a self-sufficient community, with all the main services, such as primary and
nursery schools, the church, shops, the library, green areas with playgrounds for children and
parks for social cohesion, all close at hand. e estates were entirely closed to traffic; cars could
not enter, but had to be left on the outskirts of the estate.
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Today, the subway stop is a  minutes’ walk from the estates. When you walk away from the
subway, you find yourself in an area of wide avenues of traffic, not far from the motorway for
southwest destinations (Pavia, Genova), quite desolate and with no shops or shelter. In contrast
with this desolation, the San Paolo Hospital – part of the scientific university and forming an
attractive feature of this district – is located here, together with the private university IULM,
consisting of such faculties as international relations, fashion management, and foreign
languages. If you walk in the direction of the Sant’Ambrogio estates, you can distinguish them
clearly: dark red, concrete buildings with a nonlinear shape, they form a closed geometric figure
with a peaceful courtyard inside and with an avenue of tall trees and a path for pedestrians
outside.

4.1

Physical structure

e neighbourhood initially had four apartment blocks, each seven storeys high and 
metres long. e buildings on one side face the roads that surround the neighbourhood, and
on the other side face the internal part of the estate, overlooking an irregular green area, a
courtyard  metres long with trees. e curved shape of the buildings softens the rigidity of
the ensemble. e buildings are close to each other at the extremes of the neighbourhood, but
further away from one another at the centre of the estate. is leaves space at the centre of the
estate for the complex of buildings comprising the library, the municipal offices, and the San
Giovanni Bono Church.
When the estates were constructed they were designed for a homogenous population:
young working class married couples, with or without children. If we look at the typology of

Picture . – Buildings for social housing (Photo: De Caro, )
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dwellings in table ., we can see that the dwellings all had more than one bedroom, and that
the majority had three bedrooms, in order to accommodate families with one or two children.
According to data from the management company ALER referring to the year , the
availability of dwellings and the number of effectively rented dwellings was as shown in table
..
We must note here that the number of illegally occupied dwellings in these two estates is
very low in comparison with the San Siro estate, which has  illegally occupied dwellings.
In San Siro  per cent of the dwellings are illegally occupied compared with . per cent in
Sant’Ambrogio II. One reason for the high number of assigned dwellings rests with the good
physical conditions of the apartments and the attractive environmental conditions, so the
dwellings do not remain empty. Here when dwellings become available they are reassigned
efficiently.
Shops are few and not very popular, since they are more expensive than those in the
commercial areas and the supermarkets. Often the elderly have their children shop for their
groceries once a week rather than buy from the expensive ground floor shops (Interviews: , ,
). ere is however a pharmacy, a bar, and a small supermarket on each estate.

4.2

Economic developments

Few data were available with regard to the estates we have been investigating. We begin here
with a review of the wider administrative unit and, where possible, provide information with
the support of statistical data, or through the support of interviews.
According to census data for the year  collected by the Statistical Office of the
Municipality for the  administrative zones, the Sant’Ambrogio estates, the th zone
(Barona, Ronchetto sul Naviglio) is one of the most deprived areas of the city. In fact the
average for Milan shows higher levels for what is referred to as the ‘superior’ qualification,
and lower levels in the first ‘inferior’ level of qualification. e data show that originally the
residents of the estate were for the most part working class.
e occupational status of the residents has changed over the years. Nowadays, the
neighbourhood is inhabited by white-collar households (Interviews: , , , , ). In other
words, Sant’Ambrogio has undergone a shift from the social homogeneity of the working
class to an upward trajectory. Furthermore, the ageing of the population is related to the large
number of residents who have retired.
In the year , the unemployment rate in the th decentralised zone was more than  per
cent. e unemployment rate is still relatively high especially among young, poorly educated
people (interviews). An interesting change in the pattern is that in the s men were at work
and women at home caring for the children. Today, apart from the retired, both the man and
the woman in a couple are working and the children seem to be left to themselves (Interviews:
, , ).
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e management company produces data on rental rates, grouped into eight different
categories, and related to household income. Dwellings are assigned on the basis of this
categorisation. e st category is the lowest, with tenants on the income level of minimum
social benefits (around , euro per year); the th category is tenants with an income of
around , euro per year. is data is available for the year , but there is no historic
series. Since in this neighbourhood tenants still outnumber homeowners, this data tells us
something about the income levels of the inhabitants. In Sant’Ambrogio I and II, as figure .
shows, the distribution of rental rates is higher in the income categories , , ,  and less for
the st and lowest category. Even the highest cluster, the th is not irrelevant. e levels of per
capita income are medium to above medium.
Table A (appendix) shows the data for all the former  decentralised administrative units,
based on the census data for . e Sant’Ambrogio area was formerly zone . e table
gives an idea of the unemployment rate in Sant’Ambrogio in comparison with the rest of the
city. e figures are not the worst.
Table A (appendix) shows that the residents of the th zone have an average . or
‘sufficient resources’, which is not very high on the scale ranging from the maximum . to
the minimum .. e indices of high and potential disadvantage show a significant value for
medium disadvantage, as well as of high disadvantage compared with the rest of the areas in
the city.
Table . – Socioeconomic levels, 
16th Administrative
decentralised zone
Census totals
%
Milan
Census totals
%

Inferior*

Medium
– inferior**

Medium***

Medium
– superior****

Superior*****

9,488
22.4

18,219
43.4

10,221
24.1

3,879
9.1

526
1.2

328,181
18.99

651,077
38.03

431,918
25.00

238,465
13.80

72,156
4.14

Source: Comune di Milano (1975)
* Inferior : unskilled workers, especially in services sector
** Medium – inferior: workers
*** Medium: skilled workers
**** Medium – superior: skilled workers
***** Superior: professional, managers, decision makers

Table . – Employment and unemployment in Sant’Ambrogio and Milan, 
Estate

Employed

Unemployed

First occupation

Total

Sant’Ambrogio I and II
(statistical zones)
Milan

85.1

7.4

7.3

100

90.5

4.8

4.7

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991
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Table . – Household composition (percentages)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Member Members Members Members Members Members Members
Sant’Ambrogio
Milan

15.2
32.0

28.4
28.0

25.9
21.2

22.0
14.8

6.7
3.2

1.1
0.8

Total

0.4

100.00
100.00

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991

Table . – Ethnic composition of tenants, 
Total

Sant’Ambrogio II
Sant’Ambrogio I

Europeans

2,552
1,697

Non-EU

Italians

N

%

N

%

N

%

22
10

0.8
0.6

89
60

3.5
3.5

2,441
1,627

95.6
95.9

Source: Aler (2002)

Table . – Immigrants by region of origin,  (percentages)
Decentralised unit 6
Milano

EU

Europe

Africa

America

Asia

Oceania

Stateless

7.7
12.42

7.1
10.09

19.4
25.25

12.1
16.19

25.6
35.89

0.1
0.13

0.0
0.03

Source: Comune di Milano (2002)

Table . – Tenants ages and numbers, 
0-10

Sant’Ambrogio II
Sant’Ambrogio I

11-20

21-40

41-65

Over 65

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

112
56

4.4
3.3

208
124

8.2
7.3

643
324

25.2
19.1

895
473

35
24

694
720

27.2
42.4

Source: Aler (2002)
Source: Aler, 2002
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Figure . – Distribution of rent rates in Sant’Ambrogio I and II by eight clusters of income
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4.3

Demographic and socio-cultural developments

e general data we have for the estates reveal that the population density is in decline. In the
mid s the Sant’Ambrogio II estate had a population of around , residents (Iosa, ).
In the year , there were , inhabitants who moved away from the estate. e decline
between  and  is  per cent. e people who left Sant’Ambrogio were mainly the
children of the first inhabitants, wanting to live on their own or start a new family. Various
reasons for leaving are mentioned by the interviewees. Young people with a reasonable level
of education left the neighbourhood because they had more opportunities outside. However,
interviewees expressed the wish to live in the estate if they could, and the most important
reason for leaving is the lack of available housing. Indeed, some of those who left did so to
form a new family unit in the same area, although not in social rental housing. Although no
statistical data concerning these trends are available, the impression is that young families are
arriving.
Census data referring to the composition of households in Sant’Ambrogio in the year
 show that there is a significant percentage of two-person households and a fairly low
percentage of single person households. San Siro shows opposite trends.
In the year  in Sant’Ambrogio II, the inhabitants in the social rental housing numbered
, (Aler, ). e ethnic composition in the year  was very homogenous: , (.
per cent) Italian residents,  non-EU (. per cent),  Europeans. Sant’Ambrogio I shows
similar trends: a total of , inhabitants, of whom , (. per cent) were Italian residents,
 non-EU (. per cent), and ten Europeans.
Table . shows the data for immigrants by regions of origin for the decentralised
administrative units. e entire area where the three estates are located shows particularly high
percentages of immigrants from Africa and Asia.
Despite the seemingly irrelevant data for non-EU inhabitants on the estates, it is significant
that the residents felt the presence of immigrants as a new, but increasing phenomenon.
Presumably the homogenous ethnic composition of the estates since their establishment
makes the presence of newcomers, with their different cultural and religious values, a disruptive
presence. Residents note that kindergarten and primary school classes today have ‘at least one
child coming from an immigrant family’. is is not a significant number, especially when
compared with some EU countries with a longer tradition of immigration and today have
third and fourth generations of people with an immigrant origin. In Italy, and presumably at
the microlevel even more so, these numbers seem to symbolise new trends, which might cause
anxiety and create tension in a neighbourhood that was previously socially and culturally very
homogenous.
e composition in terms of the age of the tenants shows an increasing ageing of the
population. We must stress that these estates were built in the late s and early s and
first occupied by young married couples. en these people were in their twenties, whereas
today those same tenants are over , as we can see in table ..
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Table . – People with disabilities, 
Total

Sant’Ambrogio II
Sant’Ambrogio I

96
62

Mental

Physical

HIV

Of movement

N

%

N

%

N

%

N

%

19
9

19.8
14.5

46
40

48
64.5

2
1

2.1
1.6

29
12

30.2
19.3

Source: Aler (2002)

In Sant’Ambrogio II we can however see that despite the significant number of people over ,
the most significant age group is that aged -.
e distribution of people with disabilities does not show a very high density for any particular
category.

4.4

Conclusions

In general we can say that this area, a peripheral neighbourhood when it was constructed,
considering the dimensions of the city and the suburbs today, has come closer to the city
centre. e homogeneity in terms of age, social and cultural background of the population of
the estates seems to be a matter of discussion, given the new multicultural patterns of the city
of Milan. New families of immigrants have been allocated dwellings in the area and the older
inhabitants are left with a sense of reserve towards this new trend. ere is however no sense of
urgency or excessive tension. e trajectory of the neighbourhood is positive, despite the issues
and problems we discuss below. e inhabitants like their neighbourhood, and would not want
to leave. ey do however feel that the general living conditions could be improved.
Sant’Ambrogio I and II belong to the former administrative unit  (Barona). If we look
at table ., the classification of social resources and hardship, the index shows a minimum of
– . and a maximum of + . with an average of zero: it is sufficient to see the units with
a negative average to understand which areas are living at a different level, in a situation of
disadvantage, or at least of social vulnerability. Unit  presents a situation of disadvantage that
to some extent might be worse than we observed in the two estates investigated. e entire
area in fact includes a territory that is even further away from the city, Ronchetto sul Naviglio,
which is even more isolated and less economically developed.
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5

Sant’Ambrogio in Milan:
problems and perspectives

In the previous chapter we described the physical, demographic, cultural and economic
conditions of the estates. Here we discuss some further issues and problems regarding the
estates. Some issues seem to have been resolved over the years and in these successful cases
we pay attention to the solutions and the processes by which they have been implemented.
In other cases some problems remain and new ones have arisen. We seek to highlight the
problems and devote attention to policy solutions when these are mentioned or commented
on by the direct testimonies of people living in these areas and by the stakeholders working for
change.
Sant’Ambrogio I and II are located on the outskirts of the city, away from the major
commercial traffic and far from the mainstream activities that make Milan famous throughout
the world: fashion, finance, and so forth. Sant’Ambrogio is not the worst area in the city with
respect to social exclusion, criminality, lack of safety and social tensions. is area suffers from
some of these problems, but it is isolation that Sant’Ambrogio suffers from most. Cultural
and social activities are lacking. From a different point of view, however, this isolation can also
mean peacefulness, green areas, little noise pollution; things that make this a nice area in which
to live.

5.1

Housing and design

In relation to housing, there are some problems associated with the obsolescence of the
housing stock and the built environment rather than to the dwelling types (Interviews: , ,
). During the mid s (Iosa, ) the housing stock of the Sant’Ambrogio II estate had
the following problems: infiltration of water in the dwellings, unsafe balconies, leaks inside
and outside the houses, dirty uncared for garbage areas, no monitoring of the cleaning, poorly
functioning concierges, poor functioning of the lighting system, poor maintenance of the post
office boxes, of the buzzers, no whitewash applied to the walls in years, poor maintenance
of the heating system, poor maintenance of the children’s playground, poor maintenance of
the green areas, no action taken against the intrusion of motorbikes in the green areas. e
responsibility for maintenance and lack of coordination rests with the management company
(ALER). e inhabitants feel that ALER is unable to offer any coordinated programme to
maintain the estates. Residents feel that more should be done, and that the initiatives and
actions ALER undertakes should be better timed and more efficient (Interviews: , , , ).
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It is interesting to note the contrast between the two estates. e estate owned by the
Municipality, Sant’Ambrogio I, is to some extent in better condition than Sant’Ambrogio II,
owned by ALER. We mentioned in chapter  that the materials used for the estate built earlier
were of better quality. Dwellings on both estates have been subjected to privatisation, but more
dwellings have been sold in Sant’Ambrogio I, since they are preferred. e process is just at
the beginning and ongoing, but a contrast is already being created between the social rental
dwellings and the increasing number of middleclass owners. Moreover in the last decade new
buildings, mostly privately owned, have been constructed next to this area.

5.2

Labour market, well-being and access to services

e inhabitants like this area. In the s problems concerning drug addiction were found
in Sant’Ambrogio. Today heroin is a smaller problem. Drug dealing in the neighbourhood
still goes on, facilitated as it is by the structure of the area, where cars are not allowed so it is
difficult for the police to patrol.
e services that are lacking include the post office. is service is important for old
people who often receive their pensions through the post office. Despite the promises of the
administration and the requests of the residents, no post office was ever built. ere are very
few shops and they are very expensive in comparison with the supermarkets. e area is very
well connected to the city by public transport, particularly the subway.
Inhabitants feel however that there is a lack of amenities and no attractions. ere was once
a theatre, managed by an active local person, but today performances are few and far between.
e previous manager is now an old lady and nobody has taken over from her. ere is a multifunctional centre, El Barrios, close to the estates, although not within walking distance. is
centre was first established to help drug addicts. It grew enormously and today is conducting
activities in the schools. ere is a bar which young people from Sant’Ambrogio frequent;
there is a cabaret performance at least once a week, which seems to attract more youngsters
from the centre of the city than from the local neighbourhood.

5.3

Multi-cultural developments and demographic changes

We have mentioned the ageing issue. e residents are becoming older along with their estate.
e problem here is the lack of services targeted to this population group. ere are increasing
numbers of immigrants in the social rental dwellings. e original inhabitants of the estate
find it difficult to accept the newcomers, often with a different household composition from
what they are used to, with many children. Reticence and resistance are both very common.
e schools are responding well to this issue. Programmes include activities such as ‘cooking
and eating dishes from different origins’, describing the provenance and cultural traditions
underlying the differences.
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5.4

Social exclusion, social inclusion and social cohesion

e interviews (Interviews: , , , , , ) revealed that Sant’Ambrogio had had more
social cohesion in previous decades than it has today. e social environment was more
homogeneous, and to some extent more cohesive. Today the social transformations that have
brought an upward trend in social terms seem to have brought more individualistic behaviour.
e large courtyard in the middle of the estate used to be a lively place, but now people seem
to live in the area with no interest in their neighbours.
In the past social participation in the neighbourhood was stronger. In the second half of
the s the inhabitants started to organise themselves to petition for improvements in
living conditions, with particular regard to housing conditions, drug dealing, and making the
neighbourhood better. During the s social participation did not result in much action and
in the mid s social participation decreased.
Sant’Ambrogio used to have more cultural and social events. Fairs were organised by
political parties (such as the former Communist Party); ‘Festa dell’Unità’ used to be held in
summer in different cities throughout the country with the aim of revitalising areas far from
the centre of town, where working class people would often be most concentrated. But these
activities no longer take place in Sant’Ambrogio. ese were occasions when inhabitants from
the entire neighbourhood would meet and share activities and be involved to some extent
with the preparation and management process. e fairs still take place, but they are not so
widespread and peripheral areas seem to be out of reach of these events.
A very active place is the library. It has recently re-opened after being closed for a few years
for restoration. It functions well and is well equipped with both books and videos. In the
view of the inhabitants it is a good example of an intergenerational space where people of all
ages can meet and talk together. Located in the middle of the courtyard, in front of it is the
favourite place where gangs of youngsters meet in the evenings. Minor delinquent behaviour
such as painting graffiti or breaking windows is common. e problem here is that, apart from
El Barrio mentioned above, young people do not have many attractions here or places to meet,
so they gather in the streets. eir behaviour increasingly concerns the rest of the inhabitants,
who have no contact with young people and do not connect with their anxieties and needs, but
feel that tension between the generations is growing.

5.5

Conclusions

In conclusion, the story of the philosophy of self-sufficiency with which the estates were built
does not seem to have been a complete success. e inhabitants today appreciate the quietness
of the courtyards, the fact that the grandchildren can play in the area, but every single person
interviewed regretted the sense of isolation. e need for more activities within the area for
the elderly, but also for young residents, seems to be urgent. ere is nothing going on in the
evenings: no cinema, no theatre, no pubs, no cafes. However, the area between Sant’Ambrogio
and the centre has seen a new general regeneration trend. A new university college has opened
next to Sant’Ambrogio. It is too early to say whether these processes will have an impact on
the Sant’Ambrogio estates, but we can assume that some new opportunities and activities will
arise which will contribute to the quality of life on the estates.
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6

San Siro (San Siro, Quarto Cagnino and
Harrar Dessiè) in Milan:
general description

In this chapter we concentrate on the San Siro neighbourhood, comprising three estates:
San Siro, Quarto Cagnino, and Harrar Dessiè. e entire San Siro neighbourhood is very
extensive, today part of the th decentralized district (former th and th districts). Territorial
Decentralization Resolution /. e San Siro area is particularly interesting, because it
presents contrasts between more prosperous and popular areas with areas of deprivation in
a limited territorial context. Furthermore, the area hosts several points of attraction: the San
Siro Stadium, the San Carlo Hospital (a major city hospital), the major Exhibition Fair ‘Fiera
Campionaria’, extensive residential areas and estates, with an important example of a gated
neighbourhood as well as social rental housing. To this already socially complex resident
population, a new wave of migrants from non-EU countries has been added. is area,
originally quite centrally situated, became within a few years a periphery: a dangerous, insecure,
spatially isolated place, forgotten by institutions, activities, and the citizenry. In specific terms,
the area we are referring to is as follows:
• northern border: e San Siro Hippodrome delimits the northern edge of the
neighbourhood;
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• southern border: Via Novara and the San Carlo Hospital delimits the southern edge;
• eastern border: Piazzale Lotto (where there is a subway stop), via Murillo, Piazzale Brescia e
Via Osoppo delimits the eastern part of the neighbourhood;
• western border: e ‘Parco delle Cave’ delimits the western edge.

6.1

Physical structure

San Siro estate
e oldest part of the San Siro district, the San Siro estate, was built during the s in the
shape of a rhombus. e dates of construction do not fit in with the criteria of the RESTATE
project; for this reason the research has not concentrated on this estate alone, but has added
two more recently built estates, enabling us to compare these three different areas. With Piazza
Selinunte at its centre, this area was originally designed as part of a town-planning project.
However, the few economic resources available affected the final result and furthermore, the
rhetoric of the fascist regime was at odds with this design: the construction of the group of
airplane-shaped buildings was not in line with the rationale of the previous building plan.
e estate has a ‘closed-neighbourhood’ structure, isolated from the rest of the area, which
was designed to exploit sunlight for heating purposes. In this later part, however, the distances
between the apartment blocks are insufficient, the general layout presents a lack of structure
and order, and there are no green areas or places for people to congregate socially.
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Figure . – Map of San Siro
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e slowness of the construction process and the involvement of too many architects working
independently produced a heterogeneous result: buildings in a traditional style, villas with
sloping roofs, next to low-cost housing for low-income households. Only the apartment
blocks designed by Albini, Camus, Palarti and the Mazzocchi brothers provided appropriate
structural and residential solutions.¹¹
is estate was not built in the vicinity of any industry, nor as a dormitory area; over the
years it became a periphery area, even though the entire area is central and residential. Tiny,
badly maintained dwellings characterize the estate, because of the old construction plans and
the poor management by ALER. Many buildings have no lifts and the stairs are narrow and
steep. is situation is all the more serious, as we discuss in the following paragraphs, when we
remember that a very high percentage of the tenants are elderly (see section .).
Dessié-Harrar estate
e most recent urban settlement is the block of flats known as the INA-Casa neighbourhood
in the Via Dessié-Harrar. e urban plan of this area was developed by the architects
Figini, Pollini and Giò Ponti, and built between  and  as an example of ‘rationalism’:
geometrical housing stock and common parts, with all the main services (schools, library, health
services, and so forth) near the living area. is neighbourhood was built in an area of heavy
urban traffic. e entire complex comprises nine linear buildings with five/six floors defined
by the architects working on these projects as ‘horizontal skyscrapers’, which were inserted in
a garden area with a school and a kindergarten.¹² To some extent this estate was built with a

Picture . – San Siro, buildings, years ’s (Photo: IACPM, )
 For all the above information see IACP ().
 Ibidem; Di Biagio ().
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Picture . – San Siro, social public housing (Photo: LabSMA Dept. of Sociology and Social Research,
University of Milano)
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Figure . – Streets in Harrar and map of the neighbourhood
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philosophy similar to that of Sant’Ambrogio. e idea of an internal courtyard around which
the blocks of flats were built was also meant to enhance social integration in a functional way.
Even though the estate was located on the Milanese periphery, Dessié-Harrar is not a satellite
neighbourhood. It was designed as a new urban settlement completely included in the city.
Quarto Cagnino estate
e adjacent area differs visibly both in the extension of the open and empty spaces, the
abandoned green areas without any specific integration with the surroundings, as well as a
difference in the housing structure composed by anonymous, larger and higher buildings.
e estate was built between - with the aid of the Gescal Trust Fund (Gestione
Case Lavoratori): a savings system imposed by several governments on dependent employees.
An interesting feature of this estate, especially in comparison with the first one, is the high
percentage of homeowners. Quarto Cagnino was originally a small historic centre, a tiny village
on the outskirts of the city, where in the s high-rise apartment blocks were constructed to
one interviewee ‘as if a space shuttle had suddenly landed in this area’ (Interview: ). ese huge
buildings have had an interesting impact, because many public spaces and also the heating
system have to be managed in common.

6.2

Economic developments

None of our three estates are located in an industrially developed area. e main industries
have all been located in the northern part of the city. e area carries considerable commercial

Picture . – Harrar, examples of ‘Horizontal skyscrapers’ (Photo: LabSMA Dept. of Sociology and
Social Research, University of Milano)
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Picture . – Quarto Cagnino, buildings (Photo: LabSMA Dept. of Sociology and Social Research,
University of Milano)
Table . – Employment and unemployment in the San Siro neighbourhood,  (percentages)
Estate

Employment

Unemployment

First occupation

Total

86.7
90.5

7.3
4.8

5.8
4.7

100
100

San Siro neighbourhood
Milan
Source: ISTAT, Census 1991

Table . – Socioeconomic levels for the administrative decentralised zone and Milan, 
19th Administrative
decentralised zone
Census total
%
Milan
Census total
%

Inferior*

Medium
– inferior**

Medium***

Medium
– superior****

Superior*****

19,628
17.18

44,035
38.55

29,825
20.11

16,402
14.36

4,348
3.80

328,181
18.99

651,077
38.03

431,918
25.00

238,465
13.80

72,156
4.14

Source: Comune di Milano (1975)
* Inferior: unskilled manual workers, especially in services
** Medium – inferior: workers
*** Medium: skilled manual workers
**** Medium – superior: skilled manual workers
***** Superior: professional, managers, decision makers
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Source: Aler, 2002
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Figure . – Distribution of rental rates in San Siro, Quarto Cagnino and Harrar by eight clusters of
income
traffic and is close to the major exhibition centre in town. ese estates, particularly Harrar and
Quarto Cagnino, were built as residential areas for a middleclass population.
As we can see from the data on employment and unemployment in table ., the
employment levels on the three estates are high, but the levels of unemployment are higher
than the city average.
According to census data collected by the Statistical Office of the Municipality for the year
 for the  administrative zones regarding the socio-economic levels of the population, the
data shown for the area of our three estates, the th zone, correspond with the city average.
Table A (appendix) shows data for all the former  decentralised administrative units based
on census data for . e San Siro area was formerly unit . Even though today comparison
of unit  with unit  is no longer possible, an idea can be obtained of the unemployment rate
in San Siro compared with the rest of the city.
Table A (appendix) shows the mixture and differences concerning the social situation
of the entire neighbourhood. Zone  has . as the average figure for ‘sufficient resources’,
a figure that is quite high on a scale that ranges from maximum . to minimum .. e
indices of high and potential disadvantage are significant on the scale.
On the San Siro estate the black economy and illegal markets such as stolen cars, motorcycles,
are also prospering.
As mentioned above, the management company produces data of rental rates grouped into
eight different categories based on per capita household income. Dwellings are assigned on
the basis of this categorisation. e first category is the lowest, and includes tenants with an
income level of the minimum social benefit ((pensione
pensione sociale around , euro per year) and
the eighth category comprising tenants with an income of about , euro per year. is
data is available for the year , but there is no historic series. Since in this neighbourhood
the tenants still outnumber the homeowners, this data tells us something about the income
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levels of the inhabitants. In the San Siro neighbourhood, figure . shows that the distribution
of rental rates is very high in clusters , , and  for the San Siro estate, whereas Quarto
Cagnino has a high percentage in categories , , and , and Harrar has the highest percentages
in comparison with the other two in clusters , , , , and . e income-per-capita levels are
low in San Siro. For the two other estates, it is however important to note that Harrar and
Quarto Cagnino have now been almost completely sold and are wholly privately owned. ese
percentages therefore refer to a very small number of inhabitants, those who are still renting
dwellings. However, even in this case, it seems that the lowest category is not well represented.

6.3

Demographic and socio-cultural developments

In the San Siro estate, the average members of the population were working class; originally it
was an area with a young population, and the type of dwellings were deemed sufficiently well
equipped for the demands of young families in those days. Today the population has a high
share of elderly residents.
Table . shows the composition by age on the estates. San Siro has the highest percentage
of inhabitants over . Since the population here is quantitatively higher, the number of elderly
people in this area is significant. e other significant element of the San Siro estate is that 
per cent of the population live alone (Comune di Milano, ).
Table . shows the presence of immigrants in the San Siro district area in comparison with
the data available for the entire town. Immigrant communities often choose to live in the same
neighbourhood as their compatriots. In other cases, the estates in the worst conditions, where
Italian citizens would refuse to live, are made available for immigrants.
In San Siro, the percentage of immigrants living in the neighbourhood in comparison with
the entire population of the area is . per cent. As a percentage of the entire immigrant
Table . – Ages of tenants on three estates,  (percentages)
San Siro
Harrar
Quarto Cagnino

0-10

11-20

21-40

41-65

Over 65

4.5
0.9
5.3

6.4
9.7
9.3

19.9
23.3
28.5

30.0
44.6
26.2

39.0
21.3
30.5

Source: Aler (2002)

Table . – Resident population and immigrant population in the city and in the neighbourhood
Population in Milan

1,304,942

Residents in San Siro
(7th administrative unit)
N

%

N

%

251,779

19.2

132,676

10.1

Source: Comune di Milano (2002)
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Total number of immigrants in Milan

Table . – Immigrants by region of origin for decentralised unit  and Milan,  (percentages)
Decentralised unit 7
Milan

EU

Europe

Africa

America

Asia

16.4
12.42

9.2
10.09

26.4
25.25

14.0
16.19

29.2
35.89

Oceania

Stateless

0.1
0.13

0.0
0.03

Source: Comune di Milano (2002)

Table . – Ethnic composition of tenants on three estates in percentages and total numbers, 
San Siro
Harrar
Quarto Cagnino

EU %

Non-EU %

Italian residents %

Total number

1
0
3

12
3
5

87
97
95

6,211
103
598

Source: Aler (2002)

population in the city, the percentage of immigrants living in the area is . per cent, whereas
the immigrant population represents the . per cent of the entire population living in Milan.
None of these figures are very high. It is however interesting to note that in some areas
immigrants are concentrated in number and visible. is is the case for the San Siro estate,
which can almost be considered an area of ethnic segregation.
If we look at the data from the housing association management company, we can see in
table . that for the year  San Siro had a percentage of  per cent non-EU inhabitants,
which in the context of Milan, can be considered high. Table . shows data of immigrants,
by regions of origin, for the decentralised administrative units. e entire area where the three
estates are located shows particularly high percentages of immigrants from Africa and Asia.
Looking at data showing the presence of immigrants in the social rental housing estates, the
percentage of the non-EU population is significant when compared to other areas.
In the paragraphs below we demonstrate that, in addition to quantitative terms, the visibility
of immigrants in the San Siro estate is highly significant. In the two other estates this is much
less so, since the population living in social rental housing is very small. e difference in some
circumstances has to do with the origins of the immigrant communities themselves. In general,
northern African communities are less well integrated with the rest of the community; they
display somewhat more evident and visible cultural differences.
e other issue in terms of demographic change over the years has to do with the social
housing allocation policy. As mentioned elsewhere, ALER was responsible for the allocation
until the end of the s, and now it is the concern of the Municipal administration, which
often applies the allocation as an administrative procedure without any extensive knowledge
of the situation on the estates. e result has been that, in many cases, given the availability
of the dwellings, people with similar problems have been allocated to the same areas, leading
to over concentration and gated areas. is has been especially the case with people affected
by mental problems (Interviews: , , ). e areas are not sufficiently equipped with social
services, and there is a lack of human resources for assisting people with disabilities. erefore,
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Table . – Population with disabilities on three estates,  (percentages)
San Siro
Harrar
Quarto Cagnino

Total

Mental

Physical

HIV

235
2
18

24.2
0
27.7

53.1
0
44.4

5.5
0
0.00

Of movement
17.0
0
27.7

Detainee
15.7
50
5.5

Source: Aler (2002)

Table . – Education levels for San Siro and Milan,  (percentages)
Estate

University
degree

High
school

General
secondary

Primary

Literate

Illiterate

Total

7.10

23.40

32.07

29.94

6.75

0.73

100

9.3

26.9

32.8

23.7

San Siro
neighbourhood
Milan

0.5

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991

if all the problems are concentrated in the same area instead of finding common and integrated
solutions, experience has shown that a generalised decay of the environment and area ensues.
In comparison with Comasina and Sant’Ambrogio, the San Siro neighbourhood has higher
levels of residents with higher education. In fact the statistical areas within which Quarto
Cagnino and Harrar are located raise the local average.
e typology of the inhabitants of Quarto Cagnino is very different from that of San Siro.
Here the dwellings were assigned to public servants, most of whom have now bought their
homes. e dwellings here are large, around  m², which allows families to live in comfort.
Harrar, like Quarto Cagnino, had a more socially homogenous population than San Siro.
Here too the dwellings were assigned to public servants, policemen and army personnel in
particular. Here too the original tenants have acquired their dwellings, so that the mobility
within the area is low, and a sense of neighbourhood identity has been created. As we see
further with this estate, many protest initiatives have been undertaken by the resident
population, demanding green areas, better public transport, and so forth (Interview: ).
e s were the years in which tenants started to buy their homes. In those years the
estate experienced demographic problems concerning a decrease in the population together
with its ageing. ese changes were mainly brought about by a strong outmigration of
second-generation inhabitants, who left their parents’ family homes and created new families
elsewhere. is pattern had an impressive impact on the entire area, where the kindergarten
was on the point of closing, because there were too few children and the playground was
empty. e estate underwent inescapable decay and became dilapidated (Interview: ).
In the s something changed. e housing market opened up and houses were sold, old
people died, or their children returned to the family house with their new families. A new
director of the kindergarten exerted every effort to ensure that it did not close down, including
launching some experimental initiatives with disabled students. As a result the classes
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grew to three sections. And this endeavour has triggered a new positive cycle for the entire
neighbourhood.
In Quarto Cagnino and Harrar the social class of the residents is higher than in San Siro.
Here ‘‘people
people have a voice’
voice’,, whereas the residents of San Siro are not capable of organising
themselves and making the sort of protest that receives attention (Interviews: , , , ).

6.4

Conclusions

e trajectories of the estates differ:
• San Siro has undergone a general decay, because of the size of the dwellings, maintenance
problems, and the lack of a strategy for the allocation of dwellings, all of which add more
problems where many already existed. is area is one of the parts of the town with the
greatest number of unresolved problems of housing and living conditions.
• Harrar, which had an innovative urban philosophy, with the creation of an internal courtyard
around which the apartment blocks were built, was designed to enhance social integration.
In fact, as we discuss below, the story is not one of total success. ese desolate pieces of land
and these courtyards have often become the space where illegal markets develop. However,
the population of Harrar has stood up for itself and demanded better conditions, so that
today this area shows generally positive trends in its trajectory.
• Quarto Cagnino is also following a positive trajectory, with rather similar developments and
no big differences.
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7

San Siro (San Siro, Quarto Cagnino and
Harrar Dessiè) in Milan:
problems and perspectives

e previous chapter gives a general description of the San Siro neighbourhood. is chapter
concentrates on the problems and perspectives experienced today, problems that have been
significant in the past, and some solutions of interest.

7.1

Housing and design

With regard to housing problems on the San Siro estate, it is clear from the interview
material and from the literature that the problems relate mostly to the dwelling types and the
obsolescence of the housing stock as well as the built environment. e decay of the entire
area is associated with the problems of maintenance for which ALER has been responsible
(Interviews: , , , , , ). e number of illegally occupied dwellings seems to have
brought about a further decrease in the general efforts of maintenance. According to data from
the management company ALER referred to the year , the availability of dwellings and
the number of effectively rented dwellings, is as shown in table .:
e illegally occupied dwellings on the San Siro estate are a problem issue. As we saw above,
the share for Sant’Ambrogio did not reach more than . per cent. e dwellings here are very
small, they have fallen into a bad condition and they have not been restored. ese dwellings
may be left unoccupied for some time, or the inhabitants, often elderly, may be away (in
hospital, for example), so given the increasing demand for houses, immigrants or homeless
people have occupied the properties illegally. Since the population is ageing, the lack of lifts
presents a problem, which ALER could resolve by implementing a policy to move older people
to dwellings on the lower floors.
Table . – Assigned versus occupied dwellings in percentages and total numbers, 
Property
ALER
ALER
ALER
Municipality

Estate
San Siro
Harrar
Quarto Cagnino
Quarto Cagnino

Assigned %

Illegally occupied %

Total number

91
94
100
91.1

9
6
0
8.9

4,503
47
164
101

Source: Aler (2002)
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In contrast, the maintenance problems in Harrar are associated with the external parts of the
area rather than of the dwellings. e internal courtyard around which the apartment blocks
were built, the main square presenting the ‘innovative urban plan’ that was meant to enhance
social integration, with the school, the kindergarten and library close by and the idea of
reproducing a village in a large industrial city, has instead for many years been a public space
in decay where drug addicts and drug dealers could easily carry on their business. Today drug
addiction has become a less important issue. Drug addiction has decreased, although a centre
for drug addiction (SERT) is still located in the area dealing with health problems that are
often the consequence of drug abuse. e library is not prospering however. It is the smallest
library registered in the entire city (Interview: ).
As mentioned at the outset in paragraph ., the huge apartment blocks typical of Quarto
Cagnino have had an interesting impact on aspects of social cohesion. Because there are many
public spaces and a common heating system, issues have had to be discussed and decisions
taken together. e common management has enhanced the participatory processes of decision
making, especially since the dwellings were sold to private owners (Interview: ).

7.2

Labour market, well-being and access to services

In San Siro, services and well-being do not seem to be following positive trends. e
inhabitants feel as if the ALER management company has forgotten them and since many
dwellings are left empty, often to be illegally occupied, the resulting tensions do not create a
healthy environment in which to live (Interviews: , ).
As previously mentioned, there is a blatant black economy operating in the neighbourhood.
Inhabitants do not feel safe walking around at night. Many interviewees referred to the lack
of safety measures in this area. Moreover, the major problem highlighted, especially by the
tenants’ organisations, is that although the elderly are in the majority here, no special services
are provided for this population. ere are very few centres where the elderly can meet. ere
is no capability to propose activities imaginatively for the population that could contribute
to the regeneration of the area (restoring garden and green areas, cleaning the streets, and so
forth). People tend to dislike living in this neighbourhood under these circumstances, although
people who have lived there all their lives would prefer to see the area improve rather than just
move away.
In Quarto Cagnino, public transport is a significant issue. Another issue is the lack of
commercial activity. Here there are two hypermarkets (COOP and Esselunga), which present
huge competition to anyone wanting to open a small shop in the area. e President of the
Administrative Unit criticised the policies adopted by ALER with regard to their spaces that
could be used for commercial activities; they gave no incentive of any kind, but kept prices at
market value. As a result, there is no commercial activity (Interviews: , ).
However, the green areas here present a positive aspect. ere are many playgrounds where
children can play and they have been well kept by the municipal administration. e entire area
is poorly connected with the city by public transport including the subway. Quarto Cagnino
and Harrar are particularly poorly served by public transport.
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7.3

Multi-cultural developments and demographic changes

San Siro is the estate that has undergone the most change in the last few years. On the one
hand there is the general trend of an ageing population. On the other hand, the presence of
immigrants has given the neighbourhood a different face. People say in the interviews that ‘On
Saturday mornings the estate is like an African city.’ (Interview: )
Quarto Cagnino is a very stable estate. Here most of the original inhabitants have bought
their dwellings. e increasing number of activities for the neighbourhood is an interesting
indicator of social cohesion. ere was a huge effort coming from a particular school, including
former alumni and parents, for the organisation of a historic demonstration and a cultural path
through the neighbourhood. ese activities have been totally spontaneous, but have had a
huge impact on giving a feeling of identity to the neighbourhood.

7.4

Social exclusion, social inclusion and social cohesion

It transpired from the interviews, especially on the San Siro estate, that there is no stable
nucleus of inhabitants that has been able to draw the rest of the population along. ere is
no church with a prominent priest, for example. ere seems to have been a lack of social
operators, other than those concerned with isolated spasmodic interventions, to respond to an
emergency. No integrated strategy or perspective seems to have been undertaken (Interview:
).
It must be stressed, as the President of the decentralised institution has done, that the San
Siro estate has no appeal for the politicians; immigrants do not have the right to vote. Today
there are more ‘public’ spaces such as bars and cafes where immigrants meet. ese places are
however spaces of segregation rather than indicators of integration. e trend stressed in some
interviews is that traditional small commercial activities are closing, while butchers shops and
delis managed by and catering for immigrants are growing activities.
In contrast with the two other estates, Harrar has seen many organised protests. e
higher levels of education of the population in both Quarto Cagnino and Harrar compared
with Sant’Ambrogio and Comasina have an impact on the level of self-organisation. As the
president of the residents’ organisation puts it: ‘ese people have the means to reach the media
whenever they want. is is a different story from that in San Siro.’
e negative aspect in all these protests and organised struggles is that they are only decided
and brought about for specific issues, and only on a local basis as a response to emergencies
rather than in a stable organised pattern.

7.5

Conclusions

e trajectories of the three estates differ from one another very much. On the one hand
we saw San Siro, representing the case of declining trajectory. Many immigrants have
arrived in the neighbourhood, resulting in situations of social tension. Once considered a
lively neighbourhood, commercial activities are moving out as a consequence of the level
of segregation of immigrant communities. e elderly who live in the area do not have the
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services appropriate for their needs. ere are many associations working in the area, but none
in an integrated manner. So activities lack synergy and have no strategy, so they often end up
in chaos, or with no results. Inhabitants feel they have been forgotten. In fact the inhabitants
here hold no attraction for politicians, since immigrants do not have the right to vote and the
elderly often do not go out to do so.
e Municipality and ALER are often both absent, or overwhelmed by the difficulties of the
situation, so that nobody seems to be able to take an initiative. A regeneration project in San
Siro still has not started, mainly because of the delayed decision making by the administration,
both at the municipal and regional level. Here the main problems seem to lie in the dimensions
and typology of the dwellings as well as the allocation of the dwellings.
Harrar underwent a descending trajectory in the s that led to a complete change in the
s, bringing a new feeling of neighbourhood and a revival of the original rationale that was
behind the urban plan of the estate. Here many associations were involved, the inhabitants won
a series of struggles (the library, although tiny, was not closed; neither was the kindergarten; a
children’s playground that was to become a parking lot will probably remain). Unfortunately,
however, they are too many people interested in solving small localised problems rather than
finding a more significant arena of action, which could involve the residents of the estates
in their neighbourhood. To a large extent Harrar presents similar patterns to those we have
described for Sant’Ambrogio.
Quarto Cagnino on the other hand does not seem to have experienced a descending
trajectory, although it has presented problems of commercial isolation from the beginning. At
the moment no ready and feasible solution seems to be at hand.
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8

Comasina in Milan: general description

Comasina is located in the northeast part of the city where traditionally there was the highest
concentration of industry. Comasina is on the northern border of the Milan Municipality. e
northern part of the Comasina estate looks over Novate, the next municipality. In the southern
part of Comasina is what used to be one of the largest mental hospitals of the city (Ospedale
Paolo Pini), for a long time a place of exclusion and segregation. Since the introduction of deinstitutionalisation and care in the community, it has become one of the places for socialising
in the city. On the east part, Comasina links with Affori. About a hundred years ago, the
entire area was covered by the Affori Municipality (including Bruzzano and Dergano), a rural
settlement populated by only , inhabitants. At that time, the dominant physical feature
of the area was a villa owned by an aristocratic Milanese family (Villa Litta); there was also a
settlement of peasant cottages.

9
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Source: LabSMA Dept. of Sociology and
Social Research University of Milano

Figure . – Map of Comasina Estates
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8.1

Physical structure

6186

In  IACP started to plan the Comasina estate, a self-sufficient neighbourhood consisting
of  apartment blocks and nearly , rooms. According to IACP, Comasina was: ‘Without
any doubt the biggest project carried out by IACP, not only in Milan, but in other cities [until ].’
What is still relevant is that Comasina was the first self-sufficient district in Italian urban
planning history. Indeed, it was a step ahead in the history of building and town planning
for the zoning of facilities and the accurate planning of routes. In the original plan (designed
by Architect Diottavelli) the estate was to consist of four big apartment blocks linked to the
main square, which had a social function. Unfortunately, the architect died before the first
stone could be laid and the original plan was modified. e result was that the final design of
Comasina was much more fragmented than the original plan.
e project lacks homogeneity, particularly through the architectural fragmentation of
the different buildings. is is probably the result of the intervention of the many famous
architects who participated in the project. Besides Camillo Rossetti – who drew the final plan
on the basis of a town-plan by Diottavelli – Bottoni, Lingeri, Cerrutti, Reggio, Putelli and
many others worked on the project.
e project was jointly financed by INA Casa and the city council. However, a completely
successful attempt was made to coordinate the State’s participation to promote the city
development through the creation of a specially organised district: the State was responsible

Source: Grandi and Pracchi, 1980

Figure . – Map of Comasina
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Picture . – Comasina Gasparri Square (Photo: IACPM, )
for the enactment of a new law and the executing institution implemented it, with the goal of
achieving a self-sufficient neighbourhood.
Comasina ‘s apartment blocks have three, four, five, nine, or thirteen floors as prescribed
by the financing institutions: IACPM, INA-Casa, Tupini. e focal point of the entire estate
is a square where the church is situated. Not only does the church have a privileged physical
position in the neighbourhood; it has also always played an important part in the social and
civic life of the neighbourhood in combating marginalisation, social exclusion, and petty crime.
According to a local schoolteacher (Interview: ), the church facilitates the integration of new
immigrants by promoting and organising such activities as evening classes in Italian for adults
and after-school activities for children.
e four residential blocks that make up the Comasina project are each provided with
shops, a kindergarten, and a social services centre associated with a civic centre. Another
important feature of the estate is that the pedestrian routes are totally separated from the roads
carrying car traffic. Finally, the neighbourhood has an innovative thermo-electric plant, which
at the time it was installed was one of the largest common heating systems in Europe. What
still distinguishes the Comasina estate from other estates is the balance between the green
and built-up areas. As mentioned several times during the interviews (Interviews: , ), the
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Comasina estate was designed to feature small gardens and parks. On completion, the design
seemed not to be evident; the trees were small and there was no grass.

8.2

Economic developments

At the beginning of the th century, Affori ceased to be an agricultural area and became
an important industrial district. Many industries were established, including Oerlikon, Il
Corriere della Sera, and a wide variety of small import-export enterprises. is socio-economic
transformation had an impact on the demand for housing in the area, forcing the Municipality
to implement a massive housing policy. Affori then expanded towards the east by creating the
Comasina neighbourhood.
According to census data for the year  assembled by the Statistical Office of the
Municipality for the  administrative zones regarding the socio-economic levels of the
population, the area of our three estates – the th zone – shows data which are very high for
the manual workers category, but still very low for the professional class.
According to ISTAT (, ) the previous th administrative district (now part of the th
administrative district)¹³ was a predominantly working class area. In , the share of the
working population in the area was employed in the factories was . per cent. Within ten
years (-), the professional classes a larger share, moving from . per cent to . per
cent, so that by  the area started to be more white-collar oriented.
Although there has been a gradual increase in the share of professional people in the
population of Comasina, the area still appears to be poor working class in character with
many economically vulnerable people. is picture is confirmed by the fact that the area is
suffering from an unemployment problem. Indeed, the process of de-industrialisation that is
generally affecting Milan is having a greater impact on those areas of the city that used to
Table . – Socioeconomic levels for the th administrative decentralised zone and Milan, 
Inferior*

Medium
– inferior**

Medium***

Medium
– superior****

Superior*****

Census totals
%

11,465
21.70

24,062
45.55

12,554
23.77

4,143
7.84

600
1.14

Milan
Census totals
%

328,181
18.99

651,077
38.03

431,918
25.00

238,465
13.80

72,156
4.14

8th Administrative
decentralised zone

Source: Comune di Milano (1975)
* Inferior: unskilled manual workers, especially in services
** Medium – inferior: manual workers
*** Medium: skilled manual workers
**** Medium – superior: skilled manual workers
***** Superior: professional, managers, decision makers

 e th administrative district is formed by Affori, Comasina and Bruzzano.
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Source: Aler, 2002
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Figure . – Distribution of rent rates in Comasina by eight clusters of income
Table . – Tenants’ ages,  (percentages)
Comasina

0-10

11-20

21-40

41-65

Over 65

3.7

5.4

20

32.5

38.2

Source: Aler (2002)

have an industrial function. e th administrative decentralised zone has one of the highest
unemployment rates (. per cent) of the city.
It can therefore be reported that different socio-economic transformations have taken
place in the area. In general terms, the entire area (th Administrative Unit) is still suffering
from being a socially excluded zone with a marked unemployment problem. Within the area,
Comasina seems to have undergone a positive transformation and the inhabitants of the area
have experienced a gradual upward social and economic mobility. Several matters confirm this
evident movement. First, a large number of households have bought their homes and become
homeowners. Second, by comparing the administrative zone’s unemployment rate with the
data of the estate (see figure A in the appendix), the latter has a lower unemployment rate
(. per cent) even though it is higher than in the other estates.
However, within the estate this transformation has not affected the entire population.
Economic vulnerability and social exclusion situation are still to be found on the estate and are
particularly evident among the residual tenants (figure .). By analysing the ALER data it can
be reported that the distribution of rental rates are mostly concentrated in the classes including
households living below the poverty line.

8.3

Demographic and socio-cultural developments

Comasina seems to be a neighbourhood with a low population turnover and a limited inflow
of newcomers. is stability of the population is confirmed by the age distribution of the
inhabitants. e largest group of tenants (see table .) is that aged over  (. per cent of the
tenants); two thirds of the tenants are more than  years old.
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Table . – Population distribution, 
Age

Male

Female

Total

%

<5
5 to 14
15 to 19
20 to 39
40 to 59
60 to 74
75 +

3,351
5,905
2,951
26,449
20,795
13,484
4,867

3,233
5,663
2,796
23,289
22,338
17,313
9,909

6,584
11,568
5,747
49,738
43,133
30,797
14,776

4.1
7.1
3.5
30.6
26.6
19.0
9.1

Total

77,802

84,541

162,343

100.0

Source: Milan Registry Office, 2001

Table . – Tenants’ ethnic composition, 
Total

Comasina

1,012

Europeans

Non-EU

Italians

N

%

N

%

N

%

8

0.7

24

2.3

980

96.8

Source: Aler (2002)

is is, however, in contrast with the general trend of Milan where, according to Registry
Office data, the population is distributed nearly equally across all age classes and is younger
than the population on the Comasina estate. Fifty percent of the entire population are  years
old; . per cent are teenagers.
e difference between the city data and the estate data can probably be explained by the
successful right-to-buy housing policy implemented on the estate. e population of the
Comasina estate consists of people who, at the time when the estate was built, were entering
the housing market for the first time and spent their housing careers in the estate.
With regard to the immigrants, people in Comasina are suffering from a confusion of
perception and reality. Although Comasina is situated in an administrative zone with one of
the highest ethnic concentrations, the perception of immigration phenomenon is very low.
Indeed, according to the Milan Registry Office data, . per cent of the immigrants lived
in zone  in  (Comune di Milano, ). However, the visibility of the immigration
in Comasina is not perceived. is can be explained by the fact that the self-sufficient
neighbourhood is only partially occupied by immigrants who instead live in other areas of the
administrative zone, such as Affori.
is hypothesis is confirmed by the ALER data for , where the ethnic composition of
the Comasina estate is still very much made up by Italians. Only . per cent of the tenants are
non-EU compared with . per cent of Italian origin (table .).

8.4

Conclusions

In conclusion, the Comasina estate has seen some undulating neighbourhood trajectories. e
estate started as an innovative neighbourhood, but soon went into a rapid decline that lasted
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for more than  years. Since the early s, the neighbourhood has experienced some upward
trajectories (especially through the large-scale process of right-to-buy). e neighbourhood
started to become more secure and several apartment blocks are being renovated. And this
is happening even though the unemployment rate in the administrative unit is still quite
high and there is a high concentration of tenants living in a vulnerable economic situation.
According to the social resources and hardship index the estate is located in an administrative
area that occupies the third lowest position.
e residents of Comasina seem therefore to enjoy an independent life separate from the
rest of the area; this may be an indirect and unexpected result of the original plan of selfsufficiency.
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9

9.1

Comasina in Milan:
problems and perspectives

Housing design

One of the most important features of the Comasina estate is the tenure transformation of the
last two decades. e Comasina estate was largely built in the s. According to table A
(appendix), the share of the housing stock that was built between  and the s was .
per cent. What, however, is interesting to note is the tenure distribution. According to table
A (appendix) the Comasina estate is mostly owner-occupied (. per cent of the housing
stock). is percentage is relatively high in comparison with the city average ( per cent) and
the previous social rental dwellings.
ere are several factors capable of contributing to an explanation.
First of all, social housing stock in Milan is relatively old. Indeed,  per cent of it was
built before the Second World War; more than half was built before  ( per cent ALER
housing stock). And the newer settlements are very often located on the extreme periphery
(Comune di Milano, ). Taking these figures into consideration, Comasina is relatively new
compared with the social housing stock and relatively close to the city centre (the southern and
western periphery are further extended). Furthermore, the dwellings are on average of medium
size (two to three bedrooms) with a large kitchen and balcony, and are therefore suitable for
families.
Second, in general terms the socio-economic profile of the Comasina inhabitants has
improved considerably. In the opinion of homeowners, the prices of the dwellings were
reasonable and affordable for most tenants. e neighbourhood itself has undergone a radical
improvement and this has influenced some of the former tenants to buy their homes.
ALER only rent out and manage the residual part of the estate. According to data from the
ALER management company referring to the year ,  dwellings are now available, .
per cent of which have been allocated.
Although the residents report a strong sense of social control in the single apartment
block, the Comasina estate suffers from the problem of squatters, as is the case with other
Table . – Assigned versus occupied dwellings
Property

ALER

Neighbourhood

Comasina

Total dwellings

Assigned

Occupied illegally

N

N

%

N

%

550

536

97.5

14

2.5%

Source: Aler (2002)
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Picture . – Comasina: examples of public housing (Photo: LabSMA Dept. of Sociology and Social
Research, University of Milano)
social housing estate in Milan. Although the phenomenon is currently only limited in scale,
according to the inhabitants it is increasing.

9.2

Labour market, well-being and access to services

Although Comasina was designed to be a self-sufficient neighbourhood, the estate has never
been perceived by its inhabitants as such. ey report the lack of shops and services as one
of the most pressing current issues. e few shops remaining in the area find it difficult to
compete with the shopping malls and chain shops located in the vicinity. Elderly people
(Interview: ) complain that the area lacks a market and that most of the social services as
well as the post office are not close to the estate. ere seems to have been a long tradition
of social and civil action for obtaining better services in the area. As an elderly resident and
activist in the neighbourhood put it, when Comasina was built the estate was designed to be
a self-sufficient neighbourhood. However, he could remember that several years had to pass
before some important services were built. Frequently, residents had to protest to accelerate
the process and to point out the absence of fundamental services. It seems that after due
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process Comasina now has an overall good standard of services (although some are too far
away). However, according to the health services coordinator there is a possibility that some
of the social services will be more centralised, so that some of the achievements of the last few
decades might be lost.
e lack of services is combined with an absence of meeting places for the youngest section
of the population. ey stress the difficulties of socialising locally and the impossibility of
socialising in other areas of Milan because of the poor pubic transport.

9.3

Multi-cultural developments and demographic changes

e inter-relationship between ethnicity and the neighbourhood is interesting. e residents
have not been so struck by the new wave of migration as much as the previous one (the
internal migration of the s from the southern part of the country). e presence of new
ethnic groups in the area is not considered disproportionate.
is lack of visual impact derives from several causes. First, as Agustoni states (), most
of the social life of the immigrants converges on Affori. Indeed, Affori has recorded most of
the formal and informal aggregation points for ethnic groups. e Filipino community and
the Protestant Christian communities use the Catholic and Evangelical churches in Affori
as meeting places, while North Africans frequently use the park in Villa Litta for football
matches. Other ethnic groups, such as the South Americans, use the park in the north
(Niguarda Park) for barbecues.

Picture . – Comasina: buildings immersed in green areas (Photo: LabSMA Dept. of Sociology and
Social Research, University of Milano)
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In contrast with other neighbourhoods (such as San Siro) where the co-presence of Italian and
non-EU immigrants in the same apartment block is causing conflict through the different life
styles, on the Comasina estate the process of integration appears to be calmer. is is probably
because the percentage of immigrants on the estate is low.
e low turnover of inhabitants and the constant demographic composition is causing a
slowly depopulation of the neighbourhood. ere are , people currently living in Comasina
and, as the data reported in table A (appendix) shows, the households are mostly composed of
just one or two members; in fact,  per cent of the households are composed of a maximum of
two members. is is evidence of the slow ageing of the neighbourhood, which raises issues of
loneliness and isolation.

9.4

Social exclusion, social inclusion and social cohesion

Comasina is undergoing three different trends. On one hand, the ageing of the neighbourhood
and the reduction of average household size are alerting the social services of the area with
regard to the social isolation of the elderly. e compact shape of the neighbourhood has
always had an influence on the social life of its inhabitants, both in positive and negative terms.
During the s and s, when petty criminals dominated the area, the cohesive structure
formed a barrier to breaking the vicious circle and combating delinquency. However, this
physical feature has also been a positive element in the reconstruction of the social network
and the renovation of the neighbourhood in the last  years. What, however, is interesting is
that this protective environment (small parks and places to sit placed between the apartment
blocks) does not seem to be enough to overcome the general sense of isolation so frequently
felt by elderly people in a metropolitan area.
On the other hand, Comasina is currently showing a strong sense of social cohesion,
especially with respect to the various initiatives of self-organised groups of homeowners for
maintaining and managing the properties they have bought. e growing number of activities
promoted by these groups includes cleaning and redecorating common areas in their apartment
blocks and even maintaining the green areas of the estate.
irdly, Comasina has recently become an attractive place for socialising for the entire city.
In the late s, the neighbourhood witnessed the conversion of what was previously a mental
hospital into a social cooperative promoting social and cultural events and political activities:
the Ex Paolo Pini. Although it has reconnected this peripheral area with the city centre, the
Ex Paolo Pini has had some difficulties becoming an attractive place for the local population.
Although its enormous added value to the neighbourhood is recognised, active participation in
the activities of the centre is still quite limited.
In other words, Comasina is portrayed in almost all the interviews as an active and lively
estate. e president of the neighbourhood council (Interview: ) stressed that it is not just
a dormitory neighbourhood. What, however, seems to be the main problem is the social and
geographic isolation of the estate. Comasina is an estate with a negative image in the eyes of
the rest of the city and this has contributed to its isolation. e new activities started in the area
(such as the Ex Paolo Pini) might help transform this impression. e reason for this isolation,
however, has its origin in its construction, which led Comasina to become synonymous with
petty crime.
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9.5

Other issues

Petty crime
Although Comasina was designed with particular attention to the zoning system of services
and provision of places of socialization (squares, public parks, and meeting places), the
neighbourhood soon became known as a no-go neighbourhood
neighbourhood, stigmatised as a petty crime area,
and one of the most well-known drug dealing places in the metropolitan area. According to
the inhabitants, in contrast with the original plan, since its conception the neighbourhood has
experienced marked feelings of isolation and detachment from the rest of the city: ‘an island
between continents’.
In other words, life in this neighbourhood has been full of contradictions. Although in the
early s Comasina was portrayed as one of the most innovative and experimental areas of
the city, and the municipality seemed to pay particular attention to this urban project (two
of the nine council social centres of the city were very active in the area, for example) the
neighbourhood has undergone a downward trajectory. It is interesting to note how often the
inhabitants describe the transformation through the changes and decay of La casa Albergo,
built in the late s as a reception centre for immigrants. La casa Albergo was designed
as a multifunctional hosting accommodation for itinerant labour (especially workers from
the southern part of the country), and it included temporary accommodation, a canteen and
social services for work orientation. In the s and s the process of de-industrialisation
reduced the demand for temporary accommodation, so La casa Albergo was no longer used; it
very soon become a no-man’s land for drug dealing and petty crime.
In the eyes of the inhabitants that development exemplified what happened to the entire
neighbourhood, which became an insecure place to live and to walk in after dark, and where
the public space was dominated by drug dealing. e neighbourhood stereotype has been
reinforced through the years by the presence in the area of a very well-known criminal, Renato
Vallanzasca, known as ‘Il bel Rene’ (the handsome Rene) who used Comasina as his base for
illegal trading.
is picture, however, seems now to be part of the past and the future of the neighbourhood
and is related to the expansion of the entire city and the incorporation of the area into the
central part of the city.

9.6

Conclusions

In conclusion, throughout the years the main feature of Comasina of being a self-sufficient
neighbourhood has had both a positive and a negative effect. e neighbourhood has been
isolated from the rest of the city, which has led to a vicious circle of delinquency and petty
crime. ere is also the protection of positive impulses and promotion of a sense of belonging
to the estate and distinguishing it from the rest of the area, which is still experiencing a strong
process of social exclusion.
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10

Conclusions

Milan is a city in constant transformation; it has passed from being one of the industrial poles
of the country, attracting workers from everywhere in Italy, to being an Italian symbol of
post-industrialism with all its socio-economic implications. roughout the years, Milan has
become an attractive place for the new service economy. e central area of the city has been
transformed into a financial quarter (similar to the City of London) with a limited residential
area. Consequently house prices in the area have risen dramatically and the old residents have
been obliged to move to other parts of the city. e residential area in the city has contracted
and as a result the peripheral area has gradually become part of the main city. ese push and
pull elements have transformed the physiognomy of the city. Nowadays, Milan can no longer
be presented as a divided city (city-periphery polarisation), but is now a mixed area where
deprived and problematic areas are situated next to prosperous areas within a densely populated
area. Within this urban context, the Milanese periphery has gradually been transformed and is
changing in character.
In conclusion, we wish to highlight some of the commonalities and differences of the areas
we have studied in the light of the work to follow on these same areas, which focus mainly on
policies. We discuss these commonalities and differences through some key questions raised in
this context.
We wish to re-emphasise the position of the San Siro estate. We decided to concentrate on
this estate even though it does not fit exactly with the criteria set by the RESTATE project.
It was decided to include it because it is representative of a significant situation in Milan.
e ‘historic’ estates, built before  are those in the worst conditions today, from both a
physical and a social point of view. Not only is the housing stock here in poor condition, with
overcrowded dwellings, but so is the quality of life of the inhabitants. Connections with the
rest of the territory are lacking, leaving these areas in total isolation. In addition, as we have
repeatedly stressed, this estate is located near two other estates with very different trajectories,
so the resulting contrast is striking. Moreover, San Siro, together with some other historic
estates such as Stadera and Molise, are the areas for which the institutions put most of their
policies forward, at least on paper.
Our other estates, Comasina, San Siro (specifically Harrar, Quarto Cagnino) and
Sant’Ambrogio are not among the worst areas of the city. e physical aspects of the housing
stock reveal problems of maintenance rather than renovation. Here, as we have noted above,
other indicators are relevant in raising some problematic aspects, such as commercial isolation
and the lack of public transport and other public services, which meet the needs of the
changing population.
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None of the estates we have studied are estates of transition, where people come and stay for
a short period of time and then move on. ese estates were built for working class tenants in
the years of the economic miracle after WWII for immigrants coming from different parts
of the country, particularly from the south. Indeed, people came to stay on all our estates.
Mobility within the same city is a rare phenomenon not just in Milan, but more generally in
the entire country. Waves of migration have occurred from the rural areas to the city, or from
the south to the north: rarely on different channels. Moreover, the housing market is not fluid.
Only at the very top level is there much turnover.
e people on our estates who bought their rented dwellings are either still living in them
today, or have given them to their children and their families.
Harrar, Sant’Ambrogio and Quarto Cagnino have not been problematic areas from their
very beginning. Comasina was not provided at the start with all the services it needed, such
as schools and health services. Since it was intended to be an example of a self-sufficient
neighbourhood with all services at hand, but in the event it was not, the expectations raised by
the advertisements of the public institutions were therefore frustrated. In this regard however it
is important to note how, during the s, which were the years of political participation and
of civic culture, the lack of services resulted in protests, claiming rights and implementation of
the promises made, especially in Comasina, but also in Sant’Ambrogio and Harrar. In the two
latter estates, in those same years drugs were poured onto the market, resulting in a profound
decay of these neighbourhoods. Young families moved out of Harrar in particular, leaving the
area quite lifeless. e schools were deserted and the library was on the point of being closed.
is was a temporary situation, which was overcome by both the external conditions and by a
positive trajectory of the social and economic levels of the inhabitants.
A problem that threads throughout the estates is that of criminality, with most offences
committed by small gangs, and security has been a general issue. is petty crime occurred in
the past in particular in Comasina.
Another representative pattern is the conflicts between the original population and the
newcomers. ese conflicts still take place today on the estates where new immigrants from
non-EU countries are concentrated. What is interesting to note is that on all the post-war
estates there has been a trajectory of socio-economic upgrading. e economic situation
in Milan in the s and s was a story of success. Milan was no longer the city of the
heavy industries; it started to reinvent the fashion industry and became the city of the media.
Similarly, at the microlevel, there were trends of social upgrading reached in particular through
education. Harrar and Quarto Cagnino were inhabited by white-collar workers from the time
they were first built; the houses were allocated to civil servants, who had medium to high levels
of education. e new generation followed this upward path. Sant’Ambrogio and Comasina
were more popular estates, typical of areas built for the working class, and they also follow
this same path, but on a slightly different scale. In the entire area the levels of education have
increased markedly.
ere are two major pervasive issues: the ageing of the population and the lack of any
responsive to the needs of this segment of the population though providing adequate services
at the local level; and all the problems associated with immigrants arriving from outside
Europe.
As we have made clear in our research, ageing is an issue throughout Milan. e facts and
figures speak for themselves; since  the resident dormitory population has been in decline,
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and ageing. Milan now has a negative birth rate and three grandparents for every child. By
, the share of this population that was over  reached  per cent and the average age
of Milan’s residents is . One third of the pensioners live alone, as do  per cent of all the
residents. ere are far more residents aged over eighty than under five (Foot, ). At the
same time, the resident population has been shifting away from the centre of the city.
Meanwhile, the national mix of the urban population has also been changing dramatically.
e s and s saw the arrival of large numbers of immigrants from outside Europe.
is population probably found more of a welcome in Milan than elsewhere in Italy, not
least because of the need for cheap labour in Milan’s enormous service sector: domestic help,
restaurants, small commercial firms, building construction.
Both these issues are represented on our estates in various degrees. Further research on
responses and policies would allow us to look in more depth at the problems – the demand
side – and identify and assess what is happening on the supply side at both the institutional
and grass roots levels.
We can anticipate that change will come through the new trends started in the s, when
Italy began experimenting with ‘integrated projects’. ese experiments might still be on
paper and awaiting actual implementation. e process that started in particular through EU
funding on urban renewal and revitalisation projects is slow (URBAN). Milan, especially the
institutions that still play some part in this process, should be looking at the participation of
many different sources of funding (private and public), and including people and activities who
differ widely (infrastructures, residential areas, green areas, social spaces).
ere are however examples of bottom-up projects, which are going in the opposite
direction, although the fragmentation and isolation of the different actors involved, as well as
the lack of a management strategy seem to be major causes of concern.
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Appendix

Table A – Ethnic distribution by administrative districts
Adm. unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Total

EU

Europe

Africa

America

Asia

Australia Stateless

3,303
1,597
2,431
1,554
886
1,276
2,714
1,764
951

1,216
2,021
1,718
1,491
1,068
1,175
1,531
1,515
1,648

1,375
4,117
3,350
4,811
3,726
3,203
4,362
3,637
4,926

2,093
3,264
2,672
2,446
1,718
2,008
2,315
2,410
2,555

4,497
7,859
5,861
4,752
3,876
4,223
4,815
5,555
6,179

36
20
28
20
10
23
18
18
5

16,476

13,383

33,507

21,481

47,617

178

Total

% Total

11
2
8
2
2
1
5
1
2

12,531
18,880
16,068
15,076
11,286
11,909
15,760
14,900
16,266

9.4
14.2
12.1
11.4
8.5
9.0
11.9
11.2
12.3

34

132,676

100

Source: Registry Office of Milan, 2001

Table A – Employment and unemployment by administrative districts
Administrative unit

Employment rate

Unemployment rate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

46.9
45.8
44
43.2
44.9
44.9
44.5
43.9
45.4

6.8
8.9
8.5
9.9
10
10.3
9.9
10.1
10.4

Total

44.8

9.4

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991

Source: ISTAT,
TAT, census 1991
TAT
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Figure A – Male and female distribution by estate
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Table A – Male and female distribution by estate
Estates

Male %

Female %

Total %

Number of inhabitants

45.8
44.6
48.6
46.8

54.1
55.3
51.3
53.2

100
100
100
100

5,432
25,182
6,259
1,369,231

Comasina
San Siro*
Sant’Ambrogio
Milan
Source: ISTAT, Census 1991

* Includes San Siro, Quatro Cagnino and Harrar-Dessiè

Source: ISTAT,
TAT, census 1991
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Figure A – Household composition in the estates
Table A – Household composition in the estates (percentages)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Member Members Members Members Members Members Members
Comasina
San Siro*
Sant’Ambrogio
Milan

25.3
37.1
15.2
32

34.5
28.5
28.4
28

21.6
18.4
25.9
21.2

13.5
12.3
22.0
14.7

3.86
2.91
6.71
3.2

0.8
0.4
1.1
0.6

0.2
0.1
0.4
0.1

Total
100
100
100
100

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991
* Includes San Siro, Quatro Cagnino and Harrar-Dessiè

Source: ISTAT,
TAT, census 1991
TAT
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Figure A – Highest level of education completed in the various parts of the estates
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6186

%

Table A – Highest level of education completed in the various parts of the estates (percentages)
Estate

Univer.
degree

High
school

Comasina
San Siro(*)
Sant’Ambrogio
Milan

1.32
7.10
0.81
9.3

15.78
23.40
16.53
27.8

General
Primary
secondary elementary
37.77
32.07
41.97
32.8

36.45
29.94
34.07
23.7

Literate

Illiterate

Total

7.81
6.75
5.85
5.9

0.86
0.73
0.77
0.5

100
100
100
100

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991
* Includes San Siro, Quatro Cagnino and Harrar-Dessiè

Source: ISTAT,
TAT, census 1991
TAT
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Figure A – Employment and unemployment rates in the estates
Table A – Employment and unemployment rates in the various parts of the estates (percentages)
Estate
Comasina
San Siro*
Sant’Ambrogio
Milan

Employed

Unemployed

First occupation

Total

84.9
86.7
85.1
90.5

7.9
7.3
7.4
4.8

7.1
5.8
7.3
4.7

100
100
100
100

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991
* Includes San Siro, Quatro Cagnino and Harrar-Dessiè

Source: ISTAT,
TAT, census 1991
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Figure A – Active population in the estates
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Table A – Active population in the various parts of the estates (percentages)
Estate

Housewives

Students

Retired

Other

Total

Comasina
San Siro*
Sant’Ambrogio
Milan

32.3
30.6
30.6
30.1

7.4
13.2
14.3
15.9

39.6
35.8
34.6
30.8

20.5
20.3
20.3
23.2

100
100
100
100

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991
* Includes San Siro, Quatro Cagnino and Harrar-Dessiè

Source: ISTAT,
TAT, census 1991
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Figure A – Age distribution in the various parts of the estates
Table A – Age distribution in the estates (percentages)
Estate

0-4

5-9

10-14

15-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65-74 over 75 Total

Comasina
San Siro*
Sant’Ambrogio
Milan

3.0
3.1
1.4
3.3

3.0
2.8
2.9
3.2

3.7
3.4
3.9
3.9

12.1
12.9
19.5
14.2

13.8
14.4
12.3
15.3

12.6
11.1
8.9
13.1

10.7
13.9
19.0
15.2

15.8
14.1
19.4
14.4

16.4
11.8
8.0
10.2

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991
* Includes San Siro, Quatro Cagnino and Harrar-Dessiè
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8.4
12.2
4.3
8.2

100
100
100
100

Source: ISTAT,
TAT, census 1991
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Figure A – Housing stock by year of construction in the various parts of the estates
Table A – Housing stock by year of construction in the various parts of the estates (percentages)
Estate

< ’19

1919-1945

1946- 1960

1961-1970

1971-1981

1982-1991

Total

Comasina
San Siro*
Sant’Ambrogio
Milan

0.2
0.6
0.4
11.0

1.0
40.3
0.4
18.4

88.2
22.7
3.1
28.4

3.4
25.3
78.5
24.6

0.0
1.8
5.2
4.2

0.0
0.5
9.7
3.4

100
100
100
100

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991
* Includes San Siro, Quatro Cagnino and Harrar-Dessiè

Source: ISTAT,
TAT, census 1991
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Figure A – Housing tenure in the estates
Table A – Housing tenure in the various estates (percentages)
Comasina
San Siro*
Sant’Ambrogio

Property

Renting

Other

Total

62.0
38.2
1.8

35.9
58.9
96.8

1.9
2.7
1.3

100
100
100

Source: ISTAT, Census 1991
* Includes San Siro, Quatro Cagnino and Harrar-Dessiè
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Table A – Confrontation between the medium of the indexes for the former administrative areas
(percentages)
Administrative
units
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total

Social
housing

Unemployment

Families with
occupational
difficulties

Income
index

Education
index

Rooms
available

0.5
1.3
0.2
7.0
3.5
0.7
0.8
9.2
15.2
2.0
4.3
2.6
16.2
8.5
30.8
20.2
12.4
13.5
14.1
15.6

6.1
7.6
7.7
8.9
9.9
7.3
10.0
11.7
10.9
9.7
8.1
9.8
12.0
11.0
11.8
10.9
10.1
11.4
9.8
11.2

20.6
29.1
26.1
29.5
29.8
26.7
30.6
33.3
32.3
30.9
28.0
34.9
35.9
32.2
37.0
29.7
32.0
33.0
31.9
32.9

29.2
25.5
27.1
24.2
24.3
26.8
21.5
21.0
21.2
22.3
25.9
22.7
20.0
21.4
20.5
22.0
22.8
20.9
23.2
21.1

10.6
9.4
9.9
8.9
8.9
10.1
7.9
7.6
8.0
8.1
9.7
8.4
7.8
7.9
7.7
7.8
8.6
7.8
8.8
7.9

1.9
1.6
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.6
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.5
1.4

7.9

9.4

29.8

23.8

8.8

1.5

Source: ISTAT; Zajczyk (2003)
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Table A – Comparison of the levels of disadvantage on the former administrative decentralised
units (percentages)
Units

Sufficient resources

Potential
disadvantage

Medium
disadvantage

High disadvantage

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

96.1
87.6
96.9
84.9
83.3
95.7
67.6
56.9
63.0
67.7
91.0
77.4
56.0
62.8
46.5
56.5
75.0
50.5
70.7
58.4

2.7
9.3
2.2
6.3
9.6
3.1
21.3
21.5
12.0
24.6
1.7
12.0
11.2
14.6
11.8
11.5
6.0
25.6
11.4
16.6

1.2
2.8
0.9
3.0
6.2
1.2
10.3
14.4
15.7
6.7
5.1
7.5
20.7
13.8
30.5
23.0
9.1
15.8
10.4
13.7

–
0.3
–
5.9
1.0
–
0.7
7.2
9.3
1.0
2.3
3.0
12.1
8.8
11.2
9.0
9.9
8.1
7.4
11.3

Total

75.1

11.1

9.0

4.8

Source: ISTAT; Zajczyk (2003)
Non available cases: 298
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List of people interviewed

e key people who kindly agreed to be interviewed have provided valuable and important
information. We also chose to interview not just stakeholders on the estates, but representatives
of public institutions and associations working on housing-related issues in the city. We have
learnt a great deal from all of them, especially about the past and present developments in
Sant’Ambrogio, San Siro and Comasina. For reasons of personal data protection, we have
listed their functions and not their names.
General
. Lombardia Region, director, housing policies sector
. City council, periphery sector
. SUNIA, residents organisation, director
. SUNIA, tenants trade unions, specialised on all the estates of our research
. CGIL SPI, association for the elderly, director
. ALER, management company, director emergency sector
Sant’Ambrogio Estate
. Priest, S. Giovanni de Bono
. Priest, S. Giovanni de Bono, youth and adolescents sector
. Librarian
. Former librarian
. Inhabitant,  years old, born in the neighbourhood
. Inhabitant,  years old, has lived in the neighbourhood since it was built
. Teacher at the local elementary school
. ALER, technician in the local management company
. Social worker, working with youth and adolescents
San Siro Estate
. Members of San Siro neighbourhood committee (Comitato di Quartiere)
. Ex-members of Quarto Cagnino neighbourhood committee
. Member of Cascina Literno committee
. Member of local group for the protection of the Monte Baldo playground
. Project coordinator of the responsible urban renewal programme PRU for San Siro
. Local representative of the SUNIA tenants committee trade union
. Social worker at Quarto Cagnino youth recreation centre
. Vice-president of Mondo Donna association
. Former teacher at secondary school Pizza Axum
. President of ASCO association
. Manager of Harrar-Dessiè neighbourhood library
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. Local director of ALER
. President of the th district neighbourhood council
Comasina Estate
. President of Comasina neighbourhood association (Comitato di Quartiere)
. Volunteer at day centre for the elderly (Centro Anziani)
. Member of ex-veterans association (Associazione Reducie Combattenti)
. Teacher at the primary school
. Priest of the local Roman Catholic Church
. Former member of the neighbourhood council (Consiglio di Zona)
. President of the association for temporary accommodation for homeless people
. Coordinator of the ex-mental hospital Paolo Pini
. Coordinator of the centre for health and well-being (Consultorio Famigliare)
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